
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  H A W A I ' I  A T  M A N O A  

Hawal'l lnstltute of Marine Biology 

David Cottingham, Chief 
Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Conservation Division 
Office of Protected Resources 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
NOAA 
13 15 East-West Highway 
Silver Spring, Maryland 209 10 

Dear Dr. Cottingham, 

I am responding to the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement that I 
received for review on 19 March 2007 on the issuance of the "Policies and Best Practices 
for Marine Mammal Stranding Response, Rehabilitation and Release, and future 
biomonitoring and research activities". I think that the permit is a fine idea and I also 
believe that the research under that permit should be done correctly. I believe that the 
section under APPENDIX H - General Descriptions of Research Methodologies 
Under the ESAIMMPA Permit requires modification in its section 1.1.15 Auditory 
Brainstem ResponseIAuditory Evoked Potential. 

First of all, I believe that it is an error to not include the mysticete cetaceans in the 
research measuring hearing that can be measured using evoked potential 
procedures. There has been a previous Marine Mammal Permit issued to Dr. Sam 
Ridgway allowing Auditory Evoked Potentials to be measured on mysticete 
whales, and to exclude this sort of research now cuts off a very important and 
necessary source of information on this group of animals. There is no apparent 
justification for excluding this group of animals and they should he included in 
future efforts to measure the hearing of whales using auditory evoked potentials. 

2. The first paragraph of 1.1.15 indicates that "sounds are presented through a 
jawphone attached to the lower jaw". That method of sound presentation is not 
the best method. While we are assured that bottlenosed dolphins hear well 
through their lower jaw, (Mohl et a1 1999), many other species of odontocetes 
may not use this same pathway. One can be assured that sound is traveling 
through the best natural path, and that sound can be best measured in the free 
field, if it is presented in the water around the animal rather than through a 
jawphone. Sound presentation to all odontocetes in all Auditory Evoked Potential 
experiments for stranded afimals should certainly not be limited to a "jawphone 
attached to the lower jaw". The lower jaw would also certainly not be the best 
place to present sounds to a mysticete. 

3 The next sentence indicates that.. ."Recording, ground and reference suction cup 
electrodes are attached along the dorsal midline". That is also not necessary or 
required. Most animals held in water do not require a ground electrode. Only 
two electrodes are necessary. A suction cup electrode attached to the dorsal fin is 
certainly an excellent place to secure it with a suction cup. There is little 
myogenic electrical noise within the dorsal fin. 

4. Many odontocetes that have been examined hear frequencies from 1 to 160 kHz. 
Some, like the harbour porpoise and the white beaked dolphin, hear as high as 180 
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kHz (Nachtigall et al, 2000). Some mysticetes, because of the frequency of their 
emitted signals, are thought to hear as low as 20 Hz. The written range of 
"Frequencies used for testing range from 5 to 120 kHz" written in section 1.1.15 
severely, and unnecessarily, limits the hearing range tests of cetaceans. 

I believe that the Stranding Response Program should be permitting the testing of hearing 
of stranded cetaceans and other marine mammals by qualified and trained professionals. 
These tests both allow the measurement of new species and the diagnostic evaluation of 
the hearing of beached and stranded animals. This knowledge serves to benefit both the 
individual animals and their species. I do not believe that qualified scientists should be 
limited by the Auditory Evoked Potential guidelines currently presented in Section 
1.1.15. 

Sincerely, 

w 
Paul E. Nachtigall 
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Pler 31501 East Pratt Street 
Balt~more, Maryland 21202-3194 
410 576-3800 
410 576-8238 FAX. Aquar~um 
410 576-8641 FAX: Candler Off~ces 

Damd Comngham 
Chef, Manne Mammal and Sea Turtle Conservaaon Divislon 
Office of Protected Resources 
NMFS 1315 East West Highway, Room 13635 
Sdvcr Sprmg, MD 20910-3226 

Dear Mr. Cottingham, 

Thls letter, submitted on behalf of the National Aquarium in Baltimore (NAIB), addresses 
proposed alternatives as outlined in the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
(PEIS) on the Marine Mammal I Iealth and Stranding Response Program PMHSRP). The 
N4TH supports the decision of the National hlarine Fisheries Senice (NMFS) to 
standardize the MMHSRP through the Issuance and implementation of the Policles and 
Best Practices for hlanne Mammal Stranding Response, Rehabhtauon, and Release 
guidelines. We believe that NMFS has not only a need, but also an obligauon to develop 
and implement national standards for marine mammal stranding response, rehabdramon, 
release, and disentanglement acuvitles, l'hr MhlHSRP provides a vltal service by 
fachtating the response to stranded marule mammals, as well as the collectton of samples 
and data essential for effective management and consenration of these species and their 
habitats. 

Staff from the Marine Animal Rescue Program (IvL4RP) of the National Aquarium in 
Baltimore had the pr~vtlege of  attending thc PEIS public hearing in Silver Sprmg, MU, on 
Aprd 6, 2007, where the preferred alternauves were presented. Following are specific 
comments relating to each preferred alternauve. 

1. Stranding Agreements and Response Preferred Alternative (A4): Under thzs 
alternative, hlMFS would zqlcrnent thejnul Stranding Agreement evaluation mtena. Strirnding 
Agreements would be issued on a case-by-'.use basis to those entihes meeting the niteriu (mcluding nnewals 
and new @p/icanls), gtilreng the new templutt. New Strandtng Agreements would include current and 

fiture stranatng re@n.re uct~mties. 

The N.4IB supports the alternauve for irnplemennng a Naaonal Template for 
Marine Mammal Strand~ng Ageements. Our Marine Anunal Rescue Program has always 
strived to mantain high standards and excellent wntten protocols, and we fully support 
measures that further advance our own operahons and Stranding Network goals. 
Howevcr, providing the scope and volume of infoxmation required in the General 
Evaluation Cntena for Strandmg Agreement renewal wdl take many weeks of dedicated 
effort - a task that many orgamzauons that rely on volunteer services, including ours, may 

@, be lfnable to achieve in the foreseeable future. We urge NMFS to develop a simpler process, 
part~cularl~ for Smanding Agreement renewals. Ode possibility would be to reduce the 
written component and rely more on NMFS inspeption teams to conduct onsite 
evaluations. It would be highly regrettable to i m p l e n t  a process so burdensome that it 
would impede the ability of network members in &od standmg to continue to participate in 
this important progmm. 

2. Carcass Disposal Preferred Alternative (B3) Under this alrematiw, Nh4FS w d d  advocate 
the nmova/ ofcbemicuhj eathani?ed animal Canasses @sifejr dispoIal by inCinmtion, Ian&& or other 
methods, such nr mmposting. A n i d  that & nuhirally ori an eatbanivd by other means m q  be dupsed 
of  by whatew meansfemanb/e and aI(0wed 

The NAIB understands the potential nega ve impacts that chemically-euthanized 
carcasses may have on the natural environment an b other animals, and supporn the 
altemative to transport these carcasses off-site for disposal when possible. The NAIB also 
understands that eveq situation mvolving chemic -euthanized carcasses is unique (site 
location, size of animal, proximity to other feder protected lands/species, etc.), and that 
relocation of these carcasses is not always feasible. Incidents involviug large whales and 
mass strandings are particularly problematic: the v lume of euthanized animals can be p a t  
and the costs of removal even greater. The costs r lated to carcass removal in such events 

strandings are common. 

7 
should be shared by local landowners or local/statb agencies. This would require advanced 
development of cost-sharing agreements with thesb parties, particulatly in areas where 

identtfy alternative disposal methods for n o n - e u t w e d  carcasses. 

3. Rehabilitation Activities 
continae the current rehabi/ifation 
rehabilitationfan'lities and modaa 
StanLnis would be ekmented 

The NAIB supports the Rehabilitation Facpty Standards and agrees that gwdelines 
for live animal response, rehabilita~on, and releaseshould be ditected by NMFS with input 
from regional strandmg coordinators and local S q d i n g  Agreement holders. 

Public display of animals in rehabilitation should b investigated and defhed. The Marine 
Animal Rescue Program recognizes the value of p blic outreach on marine mammal health 
and stranding response. Ow: outreach efforts are d ore effective when the public can make a 
personal connection to an animal, especially one thbt strands due to a human-rekted injury 
(marine debris ingestion, boat saike injury, gunshot, etc.). We believe a middle ground can 
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@, be achieved, bough technology and fadty de? that d IOW public viewing with no 
adverse effects on the animals. These opporhuutle increase public awareness and support 
for the stranding network and the MMHSRP. 1 
Finally, h a n d  assistance must be made availabld for rehabilitation facilities, and we 
strongly suppott the continuation of the John H. qescotf Marine Mammal Rescue 
Assistance Program. Priority funding should be ayarded to organizations that seek to 
achieve or exceed minimum standards. 

4. Release of Rehabilitated Animals Preferred Nternative 0 3 ) :  Under this a/tmatiue, 
NMFS would continue the cumnt rekase am'wities $the $randing nemrk, with the abihty to modz 
nhase activities, when neeessay. Thefinal nleare m'teria +uki be impkmented 

The NAIB supports the implementation ob the Release Critexia. However, there are 
several topks that are not addressed in the current release guidelines. The criteria for 
immediate release, relocation and release, and pos rehabifitation release should be clarified, 
as each scenario requires a different tgpe of health assessment. Also, post-release 
m o n i t o ~ g  of animals should be encouraged or s ongly recommended when appropriate, 
and funds to support these activities should be ma 1 e available. 

5. Disentanglement Activities Preferred Alternative (E3): Under this altmativc, NMFS 
wuki continue the mmnt activities ofthe disentanglement ~ e m r k ,  mfb the abi& to add newpard+& 
and modz &entanglement activities and technologis, whed nemsary. C m n t  andfirtun Stranding 
Agnernents mxki  continue to aUow disentangkment ofpin $eds and mdcetaceans. T k  new 
E S A / M M P A p m i t  mnki be issued and wuM authori c t k  m n t  andfirtun disentanglement 
acn'wities sofESA-listed pedcs. The East Coast nehuork 1 uki continue their cumnt actides. 
Modi~cations wuki be made to the West Const ne twk toJ coomlinafe the sfructun and training with the 
East Coast nehuork. The Disentanglement Guidelines and trainingpnnq&esf.r network pad@ants 
muM be inrplemented natibnwh&. 

The NAIB supports the implementation of an effective and coordinated national 
disentanglement network. Good training is essenti4l to improve human and animal safety. 
Strandmg network participants should receive basic disentanglement tramng for response 
to local pinniped and small cetacean entanglement$. 

6. Biomonitoring and Research Activities Prefqrred Alternative (E3): Under this 
alternatiue, NMFS Ofice ofPmtected Resources, Permits, conservation and Eahcation Division mu12 
issue the MMHSRP a new E S A I M M P A p m i t  that ~ I I M  include the m n t  and future biomonitoring 
and reseamh activities. 

The NAIB supports the issuance of a new ermit for current and new research 
proycts Stranded marine animals provide an exce$nt oppo~ni ty  to monitor not only 
individual and species health, but ocean health in gkneral 

In closing, we would like to tha& the National Mapne Fisheries Service for giving members 
of the stranding network and the public the opportunity to respond and comment on the 
preferred alternatives. We commend and applaud 4 e  efforts put foith by MMHSRP staff to 
da f t  the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement and would like to thank you for 
the oppoaunity to participate in the EIS process. q e  have enjoyed being a member of the 

@, Northeast Region Strandmg Network for nearly 1 years, and look forward to continuing 
our cooperative relationship with the network and ! NMFS. 

Brent R %taker M.S., D.V.M. f 
Deputy Executive Director for Biological progr+ 
National Aquarium in Baltimore 1 

J d e r  Dittmar 
Stranding Coordinator 
Marine Animal Rescue Program 
National Aquatium in Baltimore 



No*h Slope Borough 
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

P.O. Box 69 
Barrow, Alaska 99723 
Phone: 907852-2611 or 0200 
Fax: 907 852-0337 or 2595 
email: edward.itta&orth-slope.org 

Edword S. Itttz. Mayor 

April 26,2007 

David Cottingham 
Chief 
Marine Mammal & Sea Turtle Conservation Division 
Office of Protected Resources 
National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA 
1315 East-West Highway 
Silver Spring, MD 2091 0 

RE: Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Marine Mammal 
and Stranding Response Program 

Dear Mr. Cottiogham: 

The North Slope Borough appreciates this opporhmity to comment on the Draft 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Marine Mammal and Stranding 
Response Program, specifically with respect to the sections pextainmg to the release of 
rehabilitated animals. The borough's Department of Wildlife Management more detailed 
comments are provided in an attachment to this letter. 

TheNorth SlopeBorough is in ageement with the Ice Seal Committee, the AlaskaNanuuq 
Commission and the Eskimo Walrus Commission in their opposition to activities that may 
be harmful to our residents or the subsistence wildlife on which we depend The 
reintroduction of rehabilitated marine mammals into the waters sunounding the borough 
conveys risks to our subsistence species though the possible introduction of transmissible 
wildlife diseases. Additionally, our residents could potentially be at risk if these diseases 
were zoonotic. 

We are highly dependent on our wildlife, both nutritionally and culturally. m e  positive 
effects of reintroducing one animal into our surrounding marine mammal populations are 
small to non-existeq while the risks are potentially very large. 

It is our desire that NOAA will address our concerns in its revised MMHSW SEE 
document. We would like NOAA to recognize these risks and make an exception to its 
reintroduction rule by prohibiting the reintroduction of rehabilitated marine mammals into 
subsistence populations of marine mammals. 

Again, thank you for the oppoi-tunity to comment and we appreciate your consideration of 
our request. For fuither information, please feel fiee to contact our Department of Wildlife 

Sincerely, 

Edward S. Itta 
Mayor 

cc: Taqulik Hepa, Director NSB D e p m n t  of Wildlife Management 
Johnny Aiken, Director NSB Planning Deparrment 
loe Seal Comrmss~on 
AlaslraNanuuq Comssion 
Eskimo Walrus Commission 
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"Released animal could cany a zoonotic disease and infect wildpopulation" (ES-lo). 

This ooint needs to address subsistence concerns (as does the EIS in eeneral). It also 
should be expanded to include both zoonotic and non-zoonotic diseases, as both could 
affect population status and the subsistmce users that consume reintroduced subsistence 
species or animals that come in contact with them. This concern is specific to Alaska. 

With respect to population effects: there are no known endangered pirmiped populations 
along the coasts of the North Slope Borough. The situation is similar for small cetaceans. 
It is reasonable to say that the reintroduction of one or even several rehabilitated animals 
into this region is unlikely to have a positive effect on the population status of a @en 
species. The point that we would like clarified in this document is that there are several 
potential negative effecm that may occur. 

Animals under rehabilitation are potentially exposed to pathogens (both common and 
novel) introduced into the facility by other sick animals from different geographic 
areaslspecies groups. Regardless of the amount of care taken to avoid this by the 
rehabilitation facility, the possibility exists. In addition, animals admitted to these 
facilities are generally ill and are subsequently subjected to the additional stress of 
captutc, transport and captivity. These additional stressors are likely to be 
immunosuppressive and therefore make the animal more susceptible to pathogens that it 
has previously been exposed to or carries, as well as pathogens it is "ndve" to. Stress- 
induced, sub~linical activation of pathogens may also occur. Latent pathogens may pose 
an important infectious disease risk to marine marnmals involved in rehabitation. The 
risk likely increases as the rehabilitation duration increases. Risks associated with most 
bacterial, fungal, viral, and parasitic pathogens can potentially be reduced by a suitable 
quarantine period before release and by appropriate medical care. However, latent viruses 
are unaffected by such actions. Immune stress resulting £rom captivity/transport/handliig 
may allow inoreased reactivation of viruses and may increase the incidence and duration 
of viral shedding. Suoh a result may increase the concentration of vituses in the 
rehabilitation facility environment, increasing the odds of transmission. 

Increased susceptibility to disease may have several consequences for the residents of the 
NSB. The subsistence culture is dependent upon these species for survival. Any pathosen 
that directly threatens or affects the population health of a given subsistence species, in 
turn, affects Che subsistence user. Population decline leadimg to decreased hunting success 
may be the most direct effect. Diseased or undesirable subsistence hunted animals unfit 
for consumption are other potential outcomes. Additionally, the species affected may not 
be the one reintroduced into the environment. A rehabilitated animal exposed to a 
pathogen (i.e., a viral disease), latent or non-latent, may function normally or adequately 
enough to allow for release. This pathogen may not affect this species directly, but may 
be transmitted to and have devastating effects on other speciff, that share habitat with this 
animal. 

Wd69:ZL LOOZ/OE/bO 

NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH 
Department of Wildlife Management 
P.O. Box 69 
B m w ,  Alaska 99723 

Phone: Cenrral Office : (907) 852-261 1 350 
or: (907) 8526350 

FAX: (907) 852 0351 or 8948 
Arctic Research Facility (907) 852-0352 

Taqulik R. Hepa, Director 

April 27,2007 

David Cottingbmn 
Chief 
Marine Mammal & Sea Turtle Conservation Division 
Office of Protected Resources 
National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA 
1315 East-West Highway 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 

RE: Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Marine Mammal 
and Stranding Response Program 

Dear Mr. Cottingham: 

The North Slope Borough Department of Wildlife Management (NSB-DWM) wishes to 
comment on NOAA's Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Marine Mmgnal Health and Stranding Response Program, specifically with respect to the 
sections pertaining to the release of rehabilitated animals. 

The North Slope Borough Department of Wildlife Management facilitates sustainable 
harvests and monitors populations of fish and wildlife species through research, 
leadership, and advocacy from local to international levels. We specifically focus on 
subsistence species, including marine and terrestrial mammals, buds and fish. 

Subsistence species are &tical to the residents of the NSB, both culturally and 
nutritionally. We do not feel that the full range of potential adverse effects related to 
release of rehabilitated animak into subsistence species populations bas been adequately 
addressed in the EIS. 

As noted in the EIS, there are potential adverse effects associated with the release of 
rehabilitated animals back into the wild. The specific danger noted is: 

DOOW X6d 01:80 LOOZ/OC!tO 
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Subject: Review of the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Marine Mammal
Health and Stranding Response Program

Date: Mon, 30 Apr 2007 12:44:41 -0500
From: Sabrina Bowen <Sabrina.Bowen@noaa.gov>

To: mmhsrpeis.comments@noaa.gov

Dear Dr. David Cottingham,

I would like to thank you for providing me a copy of the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
(DPEIS) for review.  I support the recommended proposed actions in the DPEIS for the Marine Mammal Health
and Stranding Response Program (MMHSRP) as I believe they will strengthen the Marine Mammal Stranding
Network and fulfill the goals of the MMHSRP.   Listed below are my suggestions and concerns that I had
during my review of the DPEIS: 

General Concerns:

Carcass Disposal – I agree that chemically euthanized carcasses need to be removed off-site to be disposed of
properly.  I do have a few concerns about carcasses that have not been chemically euthanized.  It is written that
Stranding Agreement (SA) holders need to contact federal, state, and local government offices regarding
carcass disposal.  Sometimes local governments are either non-responsive to contacts made by SA holders (and
NMFS) or they are unavailable during nights and weekends.  What efforts have been made to make sure that
government contacts have knowledge of environmental concerns with marine mammal disposal and are aware
that they need to be involved?  What if a marine mammal strands on private property and the local governments
refuse to interfere?  

Stranding Agreements – I like the proposed SA criteria; however, I am concerned how this might affect the SA
responders in areas where stranding response and coverage is limited.  Many network responders in the
Northern Gulf of Mexico, which is considered to be an area of needed improvement, have the desire to
improve; however, they are held back by a lack of finances, updated information, and assistance.  The Prescott
Grant Program is very valuable; however, the grant process can be overwhelming to those who do not have
writing experience.  I believe that if appropriate mitigation measures such as an increase in training and
workshop opportunities were available to the SA holders, the proposed actions could easily be accomplished. 
Training should be conducted frequently on a local level and travel grants should be provided to increase
participation from all network responders.   These trainings not only provide valuable up to date information on
data collection, efficient responses, responder safety measures, and research; but motivate the network to
continue and improve.      

 Section 3.2.2.6 NMFS Southeast Region, line 24 – Sperm whales are mistakenly listed under Mysticetes.

 Section 3.2.2.6 NMFS Southeast Region, UMEs, lines 15-16 – I would suggest replacing the comma between
2005 and 2006 with a hyphen.  This was one single UME that started in 2005 and continued into 2006.  

 Section 4.5.2.1, lines 15-16 (repeated in section 4.5.2.2 lines 6-8 and 4.5.3.2 lines 15-17) – It is stated that the
public or stranding network responding to carcasses with biotoxin contaminants may “produce short-term
affects, such as respiratory problems, lightheadedness, nausea, eye irritation, or skin irritation.” The symptoms
listed are due to the exposure of aerosol brevetoxin, swimming in water with brevetoxins, or consuming
shellfish exposed to brevetoxin.  I have not suffered any of those red tide symptoms from necropsies or disposal
of marine mammals which have had high levels of brevetoxin.  However, I would say that these symptoms can
affect the public or responders to a stranding if it occurs during a K. brevis bloom, not by interacting with a
carcass contaminated with brevetoxin.

Sincerely,

1 of 2 7/10/2007 2:55 PM

Review of the Draft Programmatic Environme...mmal Health and Stranding Response Program

Sabrina Bowen

Sabrina Bowen <sabrina.bowen@noaa.gov>
Marine Mammal Stranding Area Representative
NMFS Panama City Laboratory

2 of 2 7/10/2007 2:55 PM

Review of the Draft Programmatic Environme...mmal Health and Stranding Response Program
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2

“accidental.”  Entanglements will kill and injure large whales as long as we continue to 
fish with current techniques – it is no accident.

Entangled whales, even when they survive the initial risk of drowning, often
succumb to complications from their injuries or to starvation over time.  These whales
may travel thousands of miles dragging gear with them and death can occur months or 
even years after becoming entangled.  Emaciated whales sink quickly upon death.  As a 
result, most large whale entanglement deaths go unreported and no reliable mortality 
statistics exist.  The most credible estimates of large whale entanglement rates come from 
photographic analysis of the scars on whales that survive.  Approximately 3 out of every 
4 North Atlantic right whales and at least 1 out of every 2 humpback whales in the Gulf 
of Maine population bear scars from becoming entangled in fishing gear. At least 10% of 
both these populations will acquire new entanglement scars each year. Although the 
entanglement problem may be best documented along the Atlantic coast of North 
America, it is a world wide problem with numerous documented cases in U. S. Pacific 
waters of Hawaii, Alaska, and the continental states. 

Under the auspices of the MMHSRP, the Provincetown Center for Coastal Studies 
coordinates the emergency responses conducted by the Atlantic Large Whale 
Disentanglement Network (Network) that benefit the welfare of individual whales in
distress from entanglement and collects scientific information about the causes and 
effects of entanglement.  For populations or species with extremely low numbers of 
individuals, such as the North Atlantic right whale, saving any females may help tip the 
balance toward survival rather than extinction.  The Network disentangles ~72% of the 
entangled whales that well-trained and equipped disentanglement teams can actually get 
to on the water, giving those whales a better chance to heal, recover, and hopefully 
reproduce. Disentanglement activities conducted under the MMHSRP improve the 
scientific understanding of entanglement by providing opportunities to collect critical
data from affected animals.

Despite any benefits for individuals, disentanglement efforts should not be 
regarded as a long term conservation strategy to save endangered whale populations. It is 
important to understand that disentanglement cannot reverse injuries whales sustain 
during entanglement.  These injuries are “takes” under the MMPA and may have health
and reproductive consequences for the whales.  Furthermore, more than two decades of 
experience suggests that only a small fraction of whales that become entangled will be 
reported.  This is because reports of entangled whales depend largely on seasonal 
research survey efforts and opportunistic sightings.  Even when an entangled whale is 
seen and reported, it is sometimes impossible for disentanglement teams to respond 
because of the distance, weather, time of day, or other factors. The greatest benefits for
whale populations will ultimately rely on applying information gathered during
disentanglement activities to designing and implementing effective regulations that 
prevent entanglements.

Until adequate take reduction measures are in place to achieve the Zero 
Mortality Rate Goal of the MMPA, disentanglement activities will remain an essential 
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3

method to respond to animals in distress and to collect detailed documentation of all 
aspects of whale entanglements and the health of animals involved. Disentanglement
activities will continue to be needed to document that any take reduction measures 
enacted are actually having the desired effect. Setting national standards and guidelines 
for disentangling large whales and for collecting quality data is a critical step in ensuring 
that disentanglements are carried out as safely as possible and the necessary data are 
consistently gathered.

In that regard alternative E3 is a step in the right direction.  This alternative allows
for adding new disentanglement responders, and could benefit human safety by setting 
national standards for training in proven techniques and encouraging development of new 
disentanglement techniques as needed. Better and more uniform training across the 
nation will help all responders understand the need and reasons for documenting 
entanglements. Furthermore, implementing a network structure for disentanglement 
activities in all U. S. waters similar to that now utilized in Atlantic waters off the East
coast will help ensure operational efficiency, maximizing the benefits of these 
opportunistic events and making the best use of limited resources for response.

Specific Comments

We cannot emphasize enough that disentangling large whales is very dangerous.
The fact that PCCS has not had an injury during 23 years of disentanglement activity is 
testimony to the development of safety protocols and extensive training of Network 
members.  The definitions, responsibilities, and training criteria used by PCCS have been 
the foundation on which the Network protocols and safety record have been built. A
copy of current definitions of key disentanglement roles and training levels used by 
PCCS is attached for consideration.

PCCS has some concerns about the “Draft NMFS criteria for disentanglement 
roles and training levels” contained in the Interim Policies and Best Practices for Marine 
Mammal Response, Rehabilitation and Release section at the end of Appendix C. We
realize that setting and implementing national standards takes time and this draft is to be 
used as a set of “Interim Disentanglement Guidelines”. We believe there is room for 
improvement in the criteria and training levels set forth in this document.

The definitions, responsibilities, and criteria should be realistic if they are to be 
realized.  The definition of Primary Disentanglers states that they “must have the 
experience, training, support and proper equipment at the time of the event to conduct a 
full disentanglement with a high likelihood of success.” The “likelihood of success” for
any given disentanglement event depends on a combination of many variables, such as 
the nature of the entanglement, whale behavior, and weather conditions, that are beyond 
the control of a Primary Disentangler.  The fact that “Primary Disentanglers must have 
the experience, training, support and proper equipment at the time of the event to conduct 
a full disentanglement” is sufficient. We recommend that the words “with a high 
likelihood of success” be deleted.
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There is no substitute for the give and take interactions that live training 
opportunities provide.  PCCS encourages that two certified national training centers, one 
on the Atlantic coast and one on the Pacific coast, be established to accomplish the goal 
of implementing the national standards and guidelines.  Having clearly designated 
certified training centers will greatly facilitate implementation of standardized training so 
that the full benefits to human safety of Alternative E3 can be realized. Training would 
not occur exclusively at these training centers; rather those conducting disentanglement 
training would come from the certified training centers. This model has proven to be 
very effective on the Atlantic coast where PCCS has hosted trainees in an apprenticeship 
program and also sent staff to train Network members at various locations.

The training video referred to in Level 1 and 2 criteria was created by PCCS 
specifically for distribution to U. S. Coast Guard stations to present Level 1 information
to Coast Guard personnel.  While much of the information is still relevant and accurate, 
the video is somewhat dated. Viewing this video is not a substitute for on-water
experience or training and should be deleted as an “or” criteria listed for Level 2 
certification.

Definition of criteria for certification should be improved. Requiring completion 
of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 classroom or on-water training without some indication
of the objectives of the training is vague.  It should also be recognized that some people 
have extensive skills and experience that is applicable. We suggest the following 
objectives be incorporated to help clarify the criteria:

Level 1 
• Level 1 classroom training covers definition of entanglement with examples, 

information on species usually involved, need for standby, documentation, 
overview of basic assessment and disentanglement objectives and techniques.

Level 2 
• Documented whale experience or at-sea training, including species and individual 

ID, visual tracking (standing-by), disentanglement operation protocols, basic 
understanding of equipment (including telemetry), and disentanglement strategy.

Level 3
• Demonstrated understanding of Network protocols and authorizations.
• Demonstrated understanding of, and ability to use specialized tools including 

telemetry equipment.
• Demonstrated understanding of disentanglement strategies, planning, and 

techniques.

There are inconsistencies between the responsibilities and certification criteria for 
some of the Levels. For example, Level 2 personnel are tasked to “provide a thorough 
assessment of the nature of the entanglement and the species, condition and behavior of 
the whale”, but specific knowledge of species ID and behavior is not required until Level 
3 certification.  The Level 2 criteria suggested above should help rectify this discrepancy. 
Level 3 personnel are critical to the success of Network response. In some areas they are 
the only Primary First Responders available. The stated objectives of training above will 



DEFINITIONS OF KEY DISENTANGLEMENT ROLES
AND TRAINING LEVELS
Provincetown Center for Coastal Studies

What follows is a set of definitions and guidelines for Network members that are applicable to the entire 
U.S. Atlantic Large Whale Disentanglement Network.  Specific training curricula are not presented here. 

Levels of Participation in the Disentanglement Network - Definitions

First Responder is a general term that is used to describe anyone in the Network with any level of 
training who may respond to an entanglement report under Network protocols and authorization.  At a 
minimum a First Responder will voluntarily attempt to standby with an entangled whale and, depending 
on training, experience, authorization, and equipment available, may also assess and perhaps tag the 
whale.  In certain cases individuals with higher Network responsibilities (Levels Three, Four, and Five) 
will serve as Primary First Responders in local areas.  Primary First Responders are the principal local 
contacts for the Network.  They typically organize efforts locally, have access to vessels and specialized 
equipment, and are on call full-time (may be seasonal).  Primary First Responders may attempt 
disentanglements during first response only under certain conditions and authorization (described below).

Any First Responder's anticipated range of tasks is generally dependent upon Network classification.
Member classifications are determined on an individual basis using a variety and combination of factors 
including, but not limited to: 

• Preexisting experience and skills 
• Training
• Opportunity and available resources 
• Location
• Commitment and ability to respond as appropriate. 

Primary Disentanglers are individuals who can perform all of the responsibilities of a first responder,
but who also meet the criteria used by NMFS for selecting individuals who may undertake the very 
dangerous activity of disentangling (i.e. attaching to an entanglement, stopping, and cutting a whale free).
Primary Disentanglers must have the experience, training, support and proper equipment to conduct a full 
disentanglement with a high likelihood of success. Primary Disentanglers are those rated at Level 
Four and Five in the network.

Authorization note
Only PCCS holds blanket standing authority to conduct disentanglement activities along the U.S. Atlantic 
coastline under federal authorization; no blanket authority is granted to individual Network members.
Therefore all activities that may require federal authorization must be done under the supervision and 
permission of the Provincetown Center for Coastal Studies.

Personal risk
All responders are responsible for making their own judgment in regard to personal risk and must always 
work within their level of confidence regardless of its bearing on a mission’s outcome.

Network Training and Response Levels
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All training and authorization is limited to those with prerequisite professional marine experience -
(i.e. fishermen, whale watchers, Marine Patrol Officers, marine scientists)

LEVEL 1

Responsibilities
Report, standby, assess (within experience) 

• Rapidly alert Network with first-hand and/or second-hand knowledge of local entanglements 
• If possible, initiate contact with vessel reporting an entanglement and the Coast Guard with offer 

to stand by entangled whale, as needed

Level 1 training criteria 
• Preexisting skills and experience (this could come from professional fishing, field biology, marine 

law enforcement, whale watching, etc.) 
• Completed Level 1 classroom training and provided contact information

LEVEL 2 

Level 2 responsibilities
• All Level 1 responsibilities 
• A higher expectation of commitment and participation
• Dedicated response for confirmation and stand-by, if requested
• Coordinate or assist the local management of first response (crowd control, contact info, etc.)
• Provide local knowledge, transportation, and assistance to Primary First Responders, as needed, 

on a voluntary basis 
• On call, as available, to assist in planned disentanglement operations on telemetry tagged whales 

Level 2 training requirements
• Level 1 qualification 
• Documented whale experience or at-sea training, including species and individual ID, visual 

tracking (standing by), disentanglement operation protocols, basic understanding of equipment 
(including telemetry), and disentanglement strategy.

LEVEL 3 

Level 3 responsibilities
• All Level 1 and Level 2 responsibilities 
• Responsible for local readiness
• On call - must be reachable and prepared to respond if conditions allow 
• Initiate and maintain preparedness with local fishing industry, Coast Guard, and other resources.
• Prepare local disentanglement preparedness plan (first response). 
• Provide entanglement assessment, documentation, recommendations during first response 
• Attach telemetry equipment to whale if needed and authorized 
• Disentangle any whale, except right whales, under supervision (phone or radio) of PCCS and only 

to prevent the imminent death of the whale or when it is determined that waiting for a Primary 
Disentanglement Team is unnecessary and tagging is a poor option (low risk, high likelihood of 
success)
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• Directly assist primary disentanglers aboard inflatable during disentanglement operations if 
requested

Level 3 requirements
• Level 2 qualification 
• Demonstrated understanding of Network protocols and authorizations
• Demonstrated understanding of, and ability to use, specialized tools, including telemetry 

equipment
• Demonstrated understanding of disentanglement strategy, planning, and technique 
• Direct experience in disentanglement under Network protocols (assisting, documenting, etc.)
• Rapid access to tools and vessels, as available 
• Strategic location 
• Willing and committed to providing full-time on-call service (coverage may be shared among 

other local Level 3 members) 
• Determination of qualification by PCCS and NMFS based on, but not limited to, assessment of all 

of the above criteria 
• Insurance required, preferably through member's organization 

LEVEL 4 

Level 4 responsibilities
� Report, stand by, assess, document, attach a telemetry buoy, consult on an action plan
� Direct on-site disentanglement operations of any whale, except right whales.
� Commitment to Consultation to include:

o Immediate Consultation: when possible, use satellite/cell phones to bring in additional
expert ideas/experience while on scene with an entangled whale 

� On a case by case basis after consultation certain cuts on entangled right whales may be permitted 
at level 4 if the proposed action is first approved by a Level 5 member and NMFS authority 
(Rowles).

Level 4 requirements
All Level 3 qualifications plus advanced experience and proven competence

• Determination of qualification by PCCS and NMFS based on assessment of, but not limited to, all 
of the above criteria 

• Positive evaluation from NMFS using information provided by PCCS/Network Coordinators and 
documentation (e.g. video) 

LEVEL 5

Targeted Individuals: Level 4 Responders 

Level 5 responsibilities
• All Level 4 responsibilities in response to all species including North Atlantic right whales
• Commitment to Consultation to include:

o Immediate Consultation: when possible, use satellite/cell phones to bring in additional
expert ideas/experience while on scene with an entangled right whale 

• Action Plan consultation participant for active entangled whale cases along with NMFS managers
and other disentanglement, and whale experts.
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Level 5 Requirements
• Extensive large whale disentanglement experience under Network strategies and protocols
• Extensive experience operating vessels around right whales
• Documented participation in a right whale disentanglement

THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 



David Cottingham, Chief, Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Conservation Division
Office of Protected Resources  
National Marine Fisheries Service  
1315 East-West Highway, Room 13635  
Silver Spring, MD 20910 

May 9, 2007 

Re:  Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on the Marine 
MammalHealth and Stranding Program 

Dear Mr. Cottingham: 

Many of our comments have come up in the process; however, we have several 
additional minor comments/ recommendations to submit. 

First, under Appendix F, we see no need to list level 2 or lower level responders under 
the Marine Mammal Disentanglement Network table. While it is important to have a list 
of the different responders and their levels, for the sake of standardization (mirror the 
listing for the Northeast Region), only level 3 and higher should be listed in this 
particular table within Appendix F.

It has been noted by several people involved in the Marine Mammal Disentanglement 
Network that the level designation should be reversed to coincide with designations 
standard in the Incident Command System structure (lower numbers actually represent 
the higher risk, greater experience roles).  This is a minor point that might help integrate 
disentanglement response with other agencies’ ICS response efforts. 

Also under Appendix F, we noticed that the following responders, along with their level 
designations, were missing from the Alaska Region: 

Steve Lewis, Tenekee Springs, AK – level 3 * 
Chris Gabriele, Nat. Park Service, Glacier Bay National Park, Gustavus, AK – level 4 * 
Pieter Folkens, Alaska Whale Foundation, Petersburg, AK – level 3 * 
Sean Hanser, Alaska Whale Foundation, Petersburg, AK – level 3 * 
Sara Graef, Alaska Whale Foundation, Petersburg, AK – level 3 * 
Jan Straley, University of Alaska, Sitka, AK – level 4 
Fred Sharp, Alaska Whale Foundation, Petersburg, AK – level 4 
Dan Vos, Anchorage, AK - level 3 

*  Have been listed under other regions. 

Within Appendix H, on page 6 (H-4) a description of the general disentanglement 
procedures for large whales should include at least the use of sea anchors and perhaps the 
drag of small boats, in addition to floats to slow, provide some control, and maintain at 
surface large whales during disentanglement efforts.  This would better mirror what is 
written within the body of the DPEIS. 

The DPEIS has strong ramifications regarding marine mammal response efforts of the 
MMHSRP, and we appreciate the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

 Edward Lyman 
Marine Mammal Response Manager 
Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary 
726 S. Kihei Rd 
Kihei, HI 96753 

Cc: David Mattila, Research and Rescue Coordinator for HIHWNMS 
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Comments o f T k  BSUS oa MMSHRP DPEIS 

General Comments 

The HSUS has a number of specific comments on chapters and appendices but we wish 
to raise some general concerns that are overarching across many sections before 
providing comments on particular chapters and appendices. 

There is research proposed under this DEIS. We have noted previously in our comments 
on the Steller sea lion EIS, that the NMFS does not have an Institutional Animal Care and 
Use Committee (IACUC) for its own researchers. We also note that it is not a signatory/ 
subscriber to standards published under the Interagency Review Animal Committee 
(IRAC), although other government agencies are (e.g. Department of Interior). It is 
imperative that research undertaken or funded by the federal government adhere to 
standards of the Animal Welfare Act and that government agencies uphold the same 
standards required of other institutions engaged in research (i.e., IACUC oversight and 
adherence to IRAC principles). The DEIS should contain an explanation of whether and 
how the federal government is complying with these standards and if its research does not 
have this type of oversight and adherence to standards, why not. 

We are gratified that the NMFS has taken the step of putting guidance into writing, but 
these are only guidelines, not regulations. It would seem important to consider providing 
regulations with additional minimal facility standards, personnel qualifications, staff~ng 
patterns and other aspects of facility-based rehabilitation to assure that animals are 
properly cared for and that the care is uniform nationally and not variable depending on 
where the animal has the misfortune to strand. Regulations also facilitate enforcement of 
standards of care. 

We are concerned that the stranding response program should make every effort to 
facilitate beach release of newly stranded animals. While we understand the desire to, and 
need for the ability to, test animals on the beach; taking time to gather blood samples and 
do extensive monitoring should not detract from the mission of getting animals back into 
the water in the case of mass strandings of small cetaceans (e.g. dolphins, pilot whales). 
We have seen instances in which bexch coordinators specifically instruct responders not 
to return small cetaceans to the water until all biological sampling that can be done is 
completed. This delay in returning them to the water may compromise the animal's 
condition. Releases in other countries (e.g., New Zealand) are usually accomplished 
expeditiously and they should be here as well, since most studies have indicated that 
mass stranded animals are generally healthy. It is not clear fiom the protocols described 
in the DEIS that this is the goal or priority. It should be. 

Further, we believe that animals should not be taken into rehabilitation facilities if they 
are poor candidates for release. This has happened with some regularity with small 
cetaceans (i.e., neonates being taken in, animals missing or with necrotic body parts, 
seriously ill animals). It is also not ,clear that the protocol described in the DEIS and its 
appendices will prevent this currenl: problem from occurring in the hture. . 
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Comments of The ESUS rn MMSKRP DPEIS 

The DEIS does not discuss in any detail what investigation should be undertaken 
determine whether human interaction has occurred nor how best to document it in dead 
animals. Increasingly take reduction teams mandated by the Marine Mammal Protedion 
Act (h4MPA) are relying on stranding data to provide evidence of interactions that may 
be occumng in times, areas or fisheries that are not monitored by observer coverage 
aboard fishing vessels. Further, the only evidence of large cetacean interactions with 
ships and commercial fishing gear comes from thorough necropsy. Some specificity 
might be provided with regard to standards for accurate determination and documentation 
of human interaction. 

Finally, we are concerned with unfunded mandates. The NMFS must assure that it 
requests adequate funding to ensure that the standards of stranding response and 
rehabilitation are uniform and sufficient to the important task laid out in portions of the 
DEIS. 

Chapter 3 The Affected Environment 

Section 3.2.2.6 discusses impacts of the MMSHRP on marine mammals. Clearly, 
stranding response is intended to have a positive impact on marine mammals. There is a 
statement made on page 3-13 that "(olf the live-stranded small cetaceans, few are taken 
into a rehabilitation facility and very few are released." The wording in this sentence 
should be clarified. It is not clear whether this sentence means to inform readers that, of 
the animals taken into rehabilitation facilities, very few are released; or whether it is 
stating that few are taken into rehabilitation facilities and, of the remainder who are not, 
"very few" stranded small cetaceans are released alive from the beach where they 
stranded. Each of these quite different interpretations has implications that should be 
addressed in different ways by NMFS. 

If "very few" of those taken into facilities are released, then the NMFS program should 
address the reasons for this (e.g., are p r  candidates being chosen, are facilities unable to 
cope with needs of wild caught anirnals, etc.) and remedy them. If it is the latter scenario 
(that very few are released from the beach and die or are euthanized if not taken into 
rehabilitation facilities) then we believe that this too should be addressed. If the low 
release rate is because most are single-stranded and likely ill animals, then this would 
make sense. If most strandings of small cetaceans are mass strandings, then it is not clear 
why "very few" are successfully returned to the ocean. Other countries (e.g., Australia 
and New Zealand) have had an historically good success rate of beach releases of mass 
stranded animals. The reason for this discrepancy in successful beach releases should 
require further investigation to improve the successful beach release rate for stranded 
animals in the U.S. One would hope that this is not simply due to a different 
philosophical approach to stranded animals (i.e., "an animal on the beach should be 
presumed unlikely to survive even if released from the beach in short order" versus "an 
animal on the beach should be presumed to survive if released expeditiously"). 
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We would have appreciated a brief discussion of the likely reason for discrepancies in 
release of animals shown in charts depicting the fate of stranded pinnipeds and cetaceans 
shown in figures 3-2 and 3-3 of this chapter and in regional sections such as 3-4 and 3-5. 
There are virtually no releases of cetaceans shown. If this means that virtudly all 
stranded animals are euthanized, we question this approach. If the "released" portion of 
each column only refers to animals taken into facilities for rehabilitation and 
subsequently released, this should be made clear. Similarly, if the "yellow" portion of the 
bar showing "alive" stranded animals includes animals that were returned to the water 
from the beach and thus not counted as "released," then it should be so noted, with 
percentages provided in a separate color to help readers better determine a success rate 
for stranded animals. As noted in our comments above, if the tiny rate of "released" 
animals is in fact an indication that live stranded cetaceans are almost always euthanized, 
then is not the case elsewhere in the world at least for mass stranded animals. A 
discussion of the reason behind this phenomenon would be helpful and the guidelines 
presented in the appendix might provide guidance for improving this rate. 

Chapter 5 
Page 2 discusses procedures and safeguards for use of euthanasia including referring to 
the AVMA guidance. However, determining whether or not an animal should be 
euthanized becomes and individual decision. This decision can be guided by a 
philosophical underpinning which the NMFS needs to provide. For example, NMFS 
should provide general guidance on situations or types of animals who are clearly not 
good candidates for release and should be considered for euthanasia and/or when animals 
might be released from the beach rather than euthanizing them. This sort of guidance has 
been lacking and has led to situations in which animals that were clearly poor candidates 
for release were taken into rehabilitation facilities, necessitating the expenditure of 
resources for their ultimately unsuccessful care or to find placement for non-releasable 
animals. Contrarily, if most mass stranded small cetaceans are euthanized, as appears to 
be the case in the previous chapter, then the NMFS should give guidance as to when to 
give animals the "benefit of the doubt" prior to considering euthanizing them. It would 
be helpful if NMFS provided guidelines to this end (e.g., in the draft appendices) or 
provided directed training to holders of letters of authorization. 

Mitigation for tagging, described under this chapter's alternatives, as well as in the permit 
in Appendix G and H should include a stipulation that the tags being used should be the 
smallest and least intrusive available that has been proven effective to meet the purpose. 
Further, there should be a stipulation that if any death occurs during capture or tagging of 
animals, research should be halted pending review by experts as to the reason for the 
mortality and to recommend means of avoiding additional mortality. 

Chapter 6 Cumulative Impacts 

Section 6.1.1 and Table 6.1 discuss the possibility of amending regulations under the 
M A  to allow public viewing of animals being rehabilitated. Although we understand 
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the utility of raising this possibility in the DEIS, we would strongly oppose such a 
measure if it is raised in the future, as it has been in the past. Because captive display is a 
lucrative industry, allowing animals to be viewed by the public for a fee simply 
encourages facilities to retain animals for the public to view even if an animal may be 
ready for release. Further, even if no fee is charged, it is difficult to completely isolate the 
public from animals. This exposes animals to noise, stress, habituation to excessive 
human presence and risk of disease transmission. Animals should only be viewed if seen 
from closed circuit TV. This also allows facilities to play tapes of previously rehabilitated 
animals when none are in residence. 

Comments on A~oendices 

Appendix C. National Template for Best Policies and Practices 

Again, we wish to emphkize our hope that this document will address in some manner 
that the goal of stranding response is to return animals to their natural habitat if at all 
possible. This should be done to the greatest extent possible from the stranding site (or 
nearby), but if taken into captivity, then as soon as possible after rehabilitation. 

Page 13, Article IV, has a typo. It says under "B. 1. c" [acronym] shall tag any animals 
that are immediately release to their natural h a b i t  using.. ." should say "released." 

Article V. A. (page 16) states that "live stranded marine mammals" may be taken for 
"rehabilitation and release which specifically includes the following activities: 1. 
Transferring marine mammals to another NMFS approved rehabilitation facility with the 
[region] for a. release back to the wild, b. temporary placement in a scientific research 
facility holding W S  and APHIS permits], c. for permanent disposition at an 
authorized facility (i.e., holds and APHIS "exhibitors" license after consultation with 
NMFS." This language concerns us. 

Transfaring an animal for "permanent disposition at an a u t h o d  facility" does not 
meet the purpose of this paragraph, which was stated to relate to "rehabilitation and 
release." Permanent display is not release as we understand the concept of release (and 
the term is not defined in the glossary) which implies release back to the wild. We are 
also concerned that this language in a section on the appropriate disposition of stranded 
animals may encourage animals to be taken &om the beach for display rather than 
releasing them to the wild, particularly if they are from a species that is novel or 
otherwise desirable to a captive display facility. Clause "c" should be omitted from the 
section dealing with "release" and ihe possibility of keeping stranded animals for 
permanent display should be considered elsewhere. 

Page ES-I says one of the categories is "conditionally non-releasable" (manatees only). 
The definition of this term does not occur until page 5-22. Nowhere is it explained why 
this term applies only to manatees. It appears unnecessary or else this category should 
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apply to other species as well. The discussion in section 5 simply states that it's 
applicable when the animal has a condition that would threaten the well-be'q of the 
animal or wild populations, but may change over time. Why is this term not used for 
cetaceans and/or pinnipeds? Why cmly manatees. The DEIS should explain the unique 
circumstances that require this extra category here and in section 5. 

Page 2-2 and others have a discussion regarding determinations of suitability for release 
of animals in rehabilitation facilities. This page requests forwarding dissenting opinions 
.of assessment team members for animals deemed "conditionally releasable." This does 
not address the concern about facilities taking into rehabilitation animals with a very poor 
prognosis for release. Although page ES-3 discusses what to do with non-releasable 
animals (i.e. euthanize or send to public display) there is no discussion of how to prevent 
this outcome by choosing animals that are good candidates for rehabilitation. As we 
noted above, the NMFS should provide clearer guidance. 

Page 2-9 and following pages provide questions to guide the decision regarding 
suitability of animals for release. Similar questions should be provided elsewhere to 
guide a determination of the suitability of an animal for transfer h m  the beach to a 
rehabilitation facility (versus eithw euthanasia or beach release). This can prevent 
situations that have arisen in the past with animals who are marginal or poor candidates 
being taken into facilities for rehabilitation. Similarly section 3 provides very specific 
guidance for evaluating the releasability of animals. There should be similar specificity as 
to what makes an animal a good candidate for removal to a rehabilitation facility 
(particularly in the case of small cetaceans). 

Page 5-2 defines "conditionally non-releasable as it applies to manatees. As we note 
above, there should be a discussion of why this category is unique to manatees,and not 
appropriate for other species. 

Appendix E General Description of Research Methodologies 

As we noted above in our comments on Chapter 5, conditions of the permit and 
mitigation measures should include a stipulation that tags should not be experimental in 
design, and should be of a design that is the smallest and least intrusive available that has 
been proven successful to achieve the purpose of the tagging. There should also be a 
stipulation that the death of any animal during capture and/or tagging should result in 
immediate halt to the activity pending review by experts and possible modification of 
procedures to prevent hture mortality. 

Section 2.1.3 states that use of auditoly evoked potential (AEP) studies on mysticetes is 
not permitted at this time. But it also states that "if mysticete procedures are approved 
within the timeframe of the permit (five years), the MMHSRP would use these to conduct 
research. All protocols would be provided to NMFS PRI for approval prior to any 
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research activity " The meaning d t h i s  is m t  ent idy clear, bet at- the pennit to be 
used to mdmt auditmy evoked pJtential studies on mystitetes sfroutd be considered a 
major amdment of the permit and require publication of the inte.nt to amend the permit 
in the Federd Register with an opportunity for the puMi to comment on the 
methodology and magnitude of the research 

Section 2.1.4 states that the s d o ~  OR vaccirurtion is not completed. The Natikmd 
Environmental Policy Act requires that reviewers be allowed to review and comment on 
all aspects prior to approval of any procedure. 

Ap@ L Requid  Take TaWs hr the ESiMbMPA P w d t  Apttlieatien 

We do not see tables describing impacts of stranding response, other than the very 
general mention of Project 1, which we assume to be emergency stranding response. All 
impacts ffom all possible activities are lumped together. We would expect to see greater 
detail for stranding response that included, for example, estimates of the number of 
animals taken by intentional lethal take (i.e., euthanasia) and numbers of animals 
projected to be taken intoltransferred to permanent captive display. 

With regard to the tables for the NMFS permit, we note in the tables provided that 50 
small cetaceans animals would be subject to study with a requested mortality of up to 3 
animals per year. This is 6% mortality for cetaceans, which seems high based on capture 
and study-related mortality observed in studies by Mote Marine Lab in Sarasota Further 
100 pinnipeds would be taken with a requested mortality of 3. This represents a mortality 
rate much higher than the rates projected for mortality under the Steller sea Lion EIS and 
in other permits for study of pinnipeds. These mortality rates should be explained. If they 
are accurate, then NMFS should reconsider the mortality rate allowed to other permit 
holders andlor question the accuracy of their reporting of mortality. 

Conclusion 

This DEIS is very thorough, though we would like to see it supplemented in the sections 
we have identified above. We wish to stress, as stated in our general comments at the 
beginning, that we believe additional regulations will he necessary to ensure parity in 
facility standards, personnel qualifications and treatment of animals. We also believe that 
the NMFS must adhere to the same standards for research as non-governmental entities 
such as having an IACUC in place It should also join other government agencies in 
subscribing to IRAC principles. We also believe that the Stranding Response portion of 
the program should emphasize the imperative of returning mass stranded animals to the 
water expeditiously. Further, the NMFS should provide more specific guidance as to 
which animals make the best candidates for facility-based rehabilitation to prevent on- 
going problems of animals being taken in who are poor candidates for release (e.g. infant 
cetaceans, animals with severe damage or hlminating disease processes) 

Caonenb &The ESUS em MMSERP DPEIS 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment of the Draft Programmatic Enviroamental 
Impact Statement for this very important NMFS program. 

Sharon B. Young 
Marine Issues Field Diector 



DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
P.O. BOX 11 5526 

DIVISION OF WILDLIFE CONSERVATION JUNEAU, AK 998115526 
PHONE: (907) 46.54790 
F M  (907) 4856142 

May 25,2007 

Mr. David Cottingham 
Chief, Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Conservation Division 
Office of Protected Resources 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
13 15 East-West Highway 
Room 13635 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 

ATTN: MMHSRP PEE 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement (DPEIS) titled "Rehabilitation and Release of Marine Mammals" on behalf of the Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G). 

The State of Alaska has the longest coastline of any state and is surrounded by four oceans that 
provide habitat for eight species of pinnipeds, 17 species of cetaceans, as well as sea otters and 
polar bears. Many of these species are important to coastal Alaska Natives for food, clothin&boat 
skins, and material for cultural and art objects. Although the State of Alaska has no formal 
responsibility for the harvest management of marine mammals it does have an obligation to the 
residents of Alaska to keep marine mammal populations and their ecosystems healthy. 

The following are the ADF&G comments on the DPEIS addressing the activities of the Marine 
Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program (MMHSRP), which includes: the National 
Marine Mammal Stranding Network, the Marine Mammal Disentanglement Program, the Marine 
Mammal Unusual Mortality Event and Emergency Response Program, the Marine Mammal 
Biomonitoring and Research Program, the John H. Prescott Marine Mammal Rescue Assistance 
Grant Program, the National Marine Mammal Tissue and Senun Bank, and the MMHSRP 
Information Management Program. Our commehts pertain specifically to the release of 
rehabilitated marine mammals. 

As stated on page 4-17 of the DEIS (lines 7-1 1) "Any pathogen with a rehabilitation "hospital" 
setting has the potential to mutate or evolve into a novel organism (including those with drug 
resistant properties), creating a new (or drug resistant) disease which could then be inimduced into 
the nave wild population upon the release of an infected animal following rehabilitation, 
particularly if the animal is not thoroughly evaluated prior to release." Although the DEIS specifies 
@g 4-23, lines 8-12) that release criteria would include a "medical assessment with a hands-on 
physical examination and a review of the animal's complete history, diagnostic test results, and 
medical and husbandry records," these precautions can only minimize the risk, not eliminate it. 
Testing is not possible for new diseases as tests are not developed until the disease is known. Many 

Mr. David Cottingham Page 2 May 25,2007 

tests used for marine mammals are developed for domestic animal use and the effectiveness for 
marine mammals is not known. False negatives from theses tests are common. 

In considering the effects of the release of rehabilitated marine mammals on cultural resources 
(Section 4.4.4.3, pg 4-47) we believe you need to consider that the ability to obtain marine 
mammals for food, boat covers, rope, clothing, artwork, and cultural objects could be severely 
affected by the release of a rehabilitated marine mammal that canies an undetected disease or 
parasite that infects wild populations. 

In considering socioeconomics (Section 4.6.4.3, pg 4-61) we believe you need to consider the cost 
to families in coastal Alaska if they cannot obtain food from the marine mammal resources and 
must purchase it in local stores. Food costs are extremely high in remote villages due to fuel costs 
for air transportation. 

The benefit to releasing a small number of rehabilitated marine mammals into healthy Alaskan 
populations does not come close to outweighing the risk to Alaskans dependent on marine mammal 
resources. Due to the importance of marine mammals to residents of Alaska and the risk to the wild 
populations, we recommend that the release of any translocated marine mammal (i.e., one that has 
been transported and placed into captivity for any length of time) into marine waters adjacent to 
Alaska be prohibited. To the extent that marine mammals can be rehabilitated or assisted in situ 
and released, we have no objection. 

Please contact Dr. Robert Small (907-465-6167), ADF&G's marine mammal program leader, if you 
require further clarification. 

Matt Robus 
Director 

cc: R. Small - ADF&G Division of Wildlife Conservation 
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Subject: WA McLellan comments on MMHSRP Draft
Date: Tue, 29 May 2007 16:26:27 -0400

From: "McLellan, William" <mclellanw@uncw.edu>
To: mmhsrpeis.comments@noaa.gov

CC: "McLellan, William" <mclellanw@uncw.edu>, "Pabst, D. Ann" <pabsta@uncw.edu>

29 May 2007

Dr David Cottingham

Chief, Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Conservation Division

Attn: MMHSRP DPEIS

Office of Protected Resources

National Marine Fisheries Service

1315 East-West Highway

Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Dr. Cottingham.

Please find below a series of comments, or suggestions for the MMHSR document. 

In general, I agree with all of the preferred options identified by NMFS in this document.  I am sorry that I was
not able to clean up these comments and form a more complete document, but even with the extension of
deadline, time has a habit of disappearing. Should you require any clarification or additional comments, please
do not hesitate to contact me.

Should the $4 million specific figure be dropped from the text. I wouldn’t want it to look like that is the final
figure and can never go up (or down).

3-20 Add striped dolphins to the list of mass strandings in the SER.

I question the comment on page 3-21 that right whales and humpback strandings occur during the winter
“migratory period from Nov – Apr”. To begin that period described is six months long and therefore describes
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WA McLellan comments on MMHSRP Draft

half of the year. Additionally, there is evidence from a number of aerial survey efforts off the mid-Atlantic and
SE Atlantic Bight (reference documents as contract reports to the SER) of right whales and especially young
humpbacks in the region from Sept to June. I would suggest some language like “southern component of their
home range”.

Why is there a specific section on “marine mammal population change” only for the Alaska region?

4-8 Direct cardiac injection of euthanasia solution on sedated animals has proven to be effective and relatively
safe fro the responding team.

4-13 It is worth mentioning that euthanised animals generally concentrate fluids in the heart, brain and liver (?).
These organs could be removed and dealt with separately while the remainder of the carcass was then safe to
burry.

4-25 I would like to commend the statement regarding potential injury to entangled animals may be intentional
by responders. I believe strongly that we need to be developing more invasive techniques for working with life
threatening entanglements. A small injury to the animal, say a quick tissue cut, should not stop teams from
going in and actually cutting heavily entangled animals. The faster gear can be cut loose, the better the potential
outcome for the animal.

Sincerely

WAM

William McLellan

Biology and Marine Biology

UNC Wilmington

601 South College Road

Wilmington, NC  28403

mclellanw@uncw.edu

910-962-7266  office

910-962-4066  fax
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WA McLellan comments on MMHSRP Draft
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David Cottingham 
Chief, Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Conservation Division 
Attn: MMHSRP DPEIS 
Office of Protected Resources 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
1315 East West Highway 
Room 13635 
Silver Spring, MD  20910-3226 

mmhsrpeis.comments@noaa.gov  (MMHSRP EIS) 

Re: Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Marine Mammal Health and 
Stranding Response Program (MMHSRP).  

29 May 2007 

Dear Dr. Cottingham: 

On behalf of the Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society- North America (WDCS-NA), 
I would like to offer the following comments regarding the Programmatic Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Marine Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program 
(MMHSRP). 
  
WDCS appreciates the efforts by the NMFS to pursue, standardize and implement 
standards for the stranding response programs.  We believe the stranding and 
disentanglement response programs are essential to the continued protection and 
conservation of marine mammals and recognize the need for standardized practices 
throughout these programs.  We also believe there is a need, and there should be 
mandated requirement, for the continued collection and assessment of data and 
development of innovative, noninvasive response, rescue and research techniques.   

Stranding Agreement and Response Alternatives 

While WDCS supports the need for standardizing the program and issuing Stranding 
Agreements (SA) on a case-by-case basis, we believe that the Preferred Alternative (A4) 
must be stronger than is currently proposed.     

The Preferred Alternative, as written, does not specify the need to respond to floating 
carcasses.  As stated in our previous comments [submitted on February 28, 2006 
regarding Docket No. [I.D. 120805B]) on the Notice of Intent to Prepare an EIS for the 
stranding program, the MMPA includes, in its definition of “stranded” as any marine 
mammal floating in waters under U.S. jurisdiction.  Both humpback and right whales 
takes are known to exceed the designated Potential Biological Removal rate (PBR) for 
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these species yet floating carcasses of these species are not always retrieved for necropsy.  
Carcasses of other species of large whales are even less likely to be retrieved and 
necropsied resulting in limited information on the causes of death of these species.   

We believe that NMFS must respond to reports of all floating large whales, regardless of 
whether external signs of human interaction are noted on the carcass, but having due 
regard to the operational conditions that may be limit or constrain such attempts.  Vessel 
strikes are frequently determined by necropsy, and not by external signs of trauma and, 
according to Moore et al. 2004, post mortem examinations are necessary to ensure better 
understanding of mortalities that are due to human interaction.  We believe that floating 
large whales should be retrieved and thoroughly necropsied with a draft necropsy report 
made available within 14 [working] days of when the carcass is examined.  

Because there are areas where beaching a carcass for necropsy is difficult, we 
recommend NMFS funds the research, design and construction of a number of mobile 
necropsy stations or barges.  These would be located along the length of the east coast, 
with sufficient funding available to allow for the stations or barges to be utilized thus 
ensuring these data are collected in all US waters and our knowledge increased.  

Carcass Disposal Alternatives: 

We support Alternative B3 recommending that chemically euthanized carcasses are 
transported offsite. While this Alternative alleviates many of the concerns of 
bioaccumulation resulting from scavengers preying on carcasses, we also believe that 
NMFS must support research into methods of euthanasia which are both humane and 
environmentally safe.   

Rehabilitation Activities Alternatives: 

We generally support Alternative C3 which would implement improved Rehabilitation 
Facility Standards, but we also strongly believe that the NMFS must be clear that the 
primary objective of the SA holder is to release or refloat an animal immediately from the 
stranding site and moving a stranded animal into a rehabilitation facility is a last resort.  

We are concerned that animals may be taken into rehabilitation with the express intent of 
supplying a captive facility.  Data presented by NMFS in this document appear to 
substantiate these concerns.  For instance, section 3.2.2.6 states that “up to 50% of the 
rehabilitated seals and sea lions are released back into the environment” and “of the live-
stranded small cetaceans, few are taken into a rehabilitation facility and very few are 
released”.  It is unclear as to what happens to the other 50% of pinnipeds that are not 
released- are they retained as captive animals, euthanized or die in rehab?  Similarly, for 
cetaceans, it is unclear as to why “very few” are released.  Figure 3-3, Cetacean 
Strandings Nationwide appears to demonstrate that there is a substantially higher number 
of cetaceans taken into rehab versus the number released.  The document offers no 
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explanation for the discrepancy nor does it indicate what is the fate of those that are not 
released.   

Furthermore, while we acknowledge that, as stated in 4.6.3.3, the cost to facilities 
resulting from upgrades necessary to meet new standards may be significant, we do not 
support the proposition that these additional funds can be raised by allowing these 
facilities to charge visitors to view animals in rehabilitation.  

Disentanglement Alternatives 

We fully support Alternative E3 which would require the West Coast Disentanglement 
Network to adhere to the training standards and techniques currently employed by the 
East Coast Network.  This would include the on-going monitoring of animals through 
scar analyses. 

We are concerned, however, that in section 4.2.5, NMFS indicates that “North Atlantic 
right whales would be greatly affected if disentanglement efforts ceased, as 
entanglements are known to be a significant source of mortality”.  While we support the 
disentanglement program, we do not support the notion that this is an appropriate solution 
for right whale entanglements.  Disentanglement is, at best, a stop-gap measure and 
should not be viewed as responsible or appropriate mitigation when other risk mitigation 
measures have already been held up for a number of years.   

Biomonitoring and Research Activities Alternatives 

While the Preferred Alternative F3, appears the most appropriate, we believe that the 
number of take permits on wild populations should be minimized and suggest that NMFS 
establish a sampling archive bank for unused portions of tissue, fecal matter, exhalation, 
fluids, etc. obtained by stranding networks.  Future permit requests requiring these types 
of samples should be required to utilize archived materials prior to authorization of 
additional takes from the wild.   

We also believe that while all species should be checked for signs of human interaction, it 
is particularly critical that strategic and/or depleted stocks be thoroughly examined for 
signs of human interaction (a.g. necropsy rather than external examination only).   

General Comments regarding the PEIS 

In section 3.3.2.6, subsection, Northeast Region- Human Interaction, the PEIS notes ship 
strikes to right whales but not to other species.  While the issue of ship strikes is a 
significant contributing factor to the potential demise of the critically endangered North 
Atlantic right whales, all large whale species are at risk.   

© WDCS (NA) 2007 4 

In the subsection, Northeast Region- Temporal Changes, it states that “ship strikes and 
entanglements are frequent in summer”.  While we do not dispute the accuracy of this 
statement, we do question why documented entanglements and ship strikes that occur 
outside of summer are not considered, and have been excluded.  Documenting human 
interaction throughout the year is critical in determining whether seasonal exemptions, as 
proposed in management schemes, are sufficient or appropriate.  

Conclusion 

We appreciate efforts by NMFS to increase standards throughout the Marine Mammal 
Health and Stranding Response Program.  While we largely support the Proposed 
Alternatives within the PEIS, we believe that the document does not sufficiently consider 
response to reported individual animals from strategic/depleted stocks.  Additionally it 
must increase mandates for thorough examination of carcasses for human interaction. 
   
We thank you for the opportunity to comment and for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Regina A. Asmutis-Silvia 
Biologist  
Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society 
3 Jacqueline Lane 
Plymouth, MA  02360 
508-830-1977 
regina.asmutis-silvia@wdcs.org

Moore, MJ, AR Knowlton, SD Kraus, WA McLellan, and RK Bonde.  2004.  
Morphomentry, gross morphology and available histopathology in North Atlantic right 
whale (Eubalaena glacialis) mortalities (1970-2002). J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 6(3):199-
214. 
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Subject: ATTN: MMHSRP PEIS
Date: Tue, 29 May 2007 15:25:43 -0400

From: "Shilling, Lauren" <LShilling@dnr.state.md.us>
To: mmhsrpeis.comments@noaa.gov

To whom it may concern:

The Maryland Department of Natural Resources (MD DNR) is authorized to respond to all dead stranded marine
mammals under 109(h) of the Marine Mammal Protection Act.  MD DNR's Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Stranding
Network have been responsible for stranding response efforts since 1990 and is located at the Cooperative Oxford
Laboratory and will be hereinafter COL Network.  The purpose of this letter is to comment upon the Draft
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DPEIS) on the activities of the Marine Mammal Health and Stranding
Response Program. 

After reviewing the proposed document, MD DNR has the following comments.

1. National Template, Article II, section c, part 4: While the participant organization is responsible for most costs
incurred during a stranding event, this responsibility is unfair and impractical in the case of an Unusual Mortality
Event. Sampling protocols are extensive during a UME and shipping costs to diagnostic labs can be an
encumbrance to an organization. NMFS must, not may, support costs associated with UMEs, particularly supplies
and shipping and diagnostic costs. A pot of money should be set aside to provide monetary support for UMEs
around the country. It is unlikely that a Prescott grant could cover additional costs associated with a UME. 

2. National Template, Article III, section B, part 1 a: If NMFS is going to implement the ICS structure in certain
circumstances and expect the responding stranding organization to follow that structure, then NMFS needs to
provide ICS training to all participants. 

3. National Template,Article III, section B, part 2 a: The need for completed data such as Level A form is imperative,
however, having a set schedule for when the data are due is a cause for concern. A set schedule suggests rigidity
and does not allow for flexibility for organizations that have limited available personal or mitigating circumstances. It
is a concern that organizations will be penalized if this inflexible schedule is not met. 

4. Article III, section B, part 2 c: The ability to contact NMFS [Region] Regional Stranding Coordinator when there is a
possible or confirmed human interactions, suspected unusual mortalities, extralimital or out of habitat situations,
mass strandings, mass mortalities, large whale strandings, and any other involving endangered or threatened
species of concern within 24 hours seems to be very time constraining. Many facilities within the region get several
hundred stranded animals a year; it would be a huge additional time commitment to those facilities to report each of
the scenarios listed above, particularly human interaction cases, within 24 hours.  A larger time interval for this
information should be taken into consideration as well as the importance of this information (does NMFS need to
know about every human interaction case when that information will be submitted through the National Database
via the Level A form?). This information will be entered in Level A data forms and other stranding/necropsy data
sheets, so the need to also separately report this information seems to be double duty for the responder(s). 

5.  Article III, section B, part 2 d: To require additional information, expedited reports (written and or verbal) of Level B
and C data such as analytical results and necropsy reports within 24 hours is also another time restrictive issue. It is
not feasible to ask organizations to turn over completed reports and analytical data within 24 hours of the
stranding(s). The need to have this information within 24 hours of a stranding is a concern especially for smaller
organizations that have limited staff and resources or for organizations that are inclined to have several animals
strand simultaneously including mass strandings. It often takes weeks, if not months, to get analytical results,
therefore a 24 hour frame is impractical. 

6.  Article III, section B, part 3 a: The retention or transfer of any parts of marine mammals is filled out under the
“Specimen Disposition” section on the Level A data sheet. It is redundant to also have to report this information to
the NMFS Regional Stranding Coordinator within 30 days of the stranding(s) 

7. Interim: Policies and Best Practices, section 3.1, part 2: Is NFMS going to provide required equipment lists that
outline what they feel is necessary to collect Level A data? It is a concern that facilities may be penalized for not
meeting the required equipment list. Throughout the NER facilities and organizations differ in size, number of staff
and geographic area as well as in the quantity and variety of species of animals that strand. As a result the
equipment needed to respond to strandings in one area may differ from another. 
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ATTN: MMHSRP PEIS

On behalf of MD DNR, thank you for the opportunity to comment on this document.  If you have any questions or need
clarification about any of the comments provided above, please contact Lauren Shilling at lshilling@dnr.state.md.us or
Tricia Kimmel at tkimmel@dnr.state.md.us. We can also be reached at 410-226-5193. 

Sincerely,

Lauren Shilling and Tricia Kimmel

Lauren N. Shilling

Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Stranding Coordinator

Cooperative Oxford Lab

904 South Morris St.

Oxford, MD 21654

Phone: (410) 226-5193 x. 132

Stranding Pager: (410) 819-9426

Fax: (410) 226-0120

lshilling@dnr.state.md.us
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ATTN: MMHSRP PEIS
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P.O. Box 1329, Seward, AK 99664 
Fax (907) 224-6360 
Telephone 1-800.224-2525 OR (907) 224-6300 

To: NMFS 

AH": MMHSRP PElS From: Annie Madsen. Husbandry Assistant 

Fax: 301427-2584 Phone: 907.224.6358 

-- 

Re: EIS for MMHSRP Comments 

Urgent For Review Please Comment Please Reply Please Recycle 

Comments: 

Please contact Carrie Goertz at 907-224-6326 or Lee Kelar at 907-224-6364 if you have questions w 

reaure further information. 

9072246380 ASC Exe~~ l t l ve  12 39 09 p In 06 30 ZOO7 2 110 

A l a s k a  SeaLife Centere  

May 30,2007 

David Cottingham 
Chief, Marine Manmal and Sea Turtle Conservation Division 
Office of Protected Resources 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
1315 East-West Highway, Room 13635 
Silvcr Spring, MD 2091 0 

Dear Mr. Cottingham, 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment on the Environmental hnpact 
Statement (EIS) on the Marine Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program 
(MMHSRP). Attachcd, please find a list of comments. 

If you have questions regarding this document, please contact Carrie Goertz, Associate 
Veterinarian and Stranding Program Manager or myself at 907-224-6364. 

R. Lee Kellar 
Husbandry Director 

1 0 1  R a m l w v y  A ~ c r l u o  . P 0 .  B u n  1 3 2 9  - S e w a r d ,  A la5 l ca  9 9 6 6 4  
P h o n e  ( 9 0 7 1  > L d ~ b 3 0 1 1  - F n r  (9117, 2 2 1 ~ 6 3 2 0  

w w w  n l a r k r ~ e . z l r l < . u r p  
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Environmental Impacf Statenlent (EIS) on the Marine Mammal Health and Stranding Rcsponsc Program 
(MMHSRP) Comments 

National Template Comments: 

Having an strandtug agreement number mrould make it easier to reference. or please spcif)? hour this agreement 
should be referenced. 

Having an abbreviated ( I page) version to present when hansportmg animals would be helpful. 

Paee 5, Section B. 

Adclitional bullet f o ~  NMFS responsibility to read: 9. Coordinate r e ~ o n a l  acli~ities !a ensure appropriatc div~sio~i of 
responsibilities based on geography as well as mstitutional rcsponsibiliticr. 

Page 5, Section C. 

What should an organization do if financial constraints require limiting its efforts? Financial difficulties can come 
up qu~te suddenly and may not permit the requested not~fication time for changing the agreement. 

Is an organi7atinn rtlll allowed to request payment fox reasonable recovery costs for samples tramfsrrcd to 
aulhotiued persons or labs? 

Page 10. Section B.. Number 2. Bullet (c.1 

In regards to bullct point (e.), form or instructions should be provided by the NMFS ottice. 

Paec 11. Section A., Number 1. Bullet (b.l& (c.1 

In regards to bullet point (b.), it is recommended that AVID chips and satellite tags be added to th~s list. 

In regards to bullet point (c.), there 1s a formatting problem within the paragraph. 

Page 13, Section R.. Numher 1. Bullet (c.1 

h~ regards to bullet point (c.), it n recomn~c~~dcd that AVW chips and satellite tags be added to th~s list. 

Puce 16, Section A.. Number 3 

In rcgards to number 3, it is recommended that AVm chips and satellite tags be added tn this list. 

Paee 18. Section R.. Nnmher 1. Bullet if.) 

In regards to bullet point ( f ) ,  we object to a blarrketprohibition as public display is possible ~ t h o u t  impacting the 
rehabilitation of these animals Language used in another document conccrrung distance viewing with no inlpact is 
preferred. 

Page 18. Sectiuu B., Number 2, Bullet (aJ 

In ~egnrds to bullet poii~t (a,), profcssionnl Hwbandry staff IS ill a better pos~tion to assess the behav~oral rcadmess 
and should cithcr also sign or coordinate with thc rclcase determination paperwork. 

Evaluation Criteria Comments: 

Word choice sometimes implies requirements for 'new' applicants only, but doesn't always spcclfy. Please clarify 
d~fferences between new a ~ ~ d  existmg organizations throughout lhe document. 

Page 2-1. Section 2.1. Number 2. 

Organizations will need time to develop thc documcntation dcscribed in 2.1 2. It would be best d the agency umld 
provide examples or templates to work off of. Alternatively, could the organizational summary uuscd for Prcscott 
Grant applications suffice? Perhaps the requirements for both th~s document and the organizational s u m y  for 
Prescntt grants applicanon be unitied. 

Page 2-1, Section 2.1, Nun~ber 3.. Bullet (a.) & (b.1 

Bullet (a.) should read. Brief sununary of the exlstl~~g or proposed scope ol'lhe stranding progrdm(e.g., all specles 
of cetaceans, pimipeds), and whether the requesl is for response !a dead anunals only, live and dead mnlals, and/or 
rehabilitation. 

Rullct (b.] should read: Justification and dcscripbon of thc cxistmg or proposed geographic area of coverage and 
why the area of response is appropnate for the organization (e.g., the amount ofpersomeL~volunteerz and resources 
available, relative to rhoreline covered, 

Page 2-2. Section 2.1. Number 5. 

It would be helpful if NMFS could generate a complete list of items and the level of detail ("102 1 "  x 19F needles" 
or "a supply ul'varioua sized needles'' or evenjusl msc, samphg supplies) they are luterested m. Otherwise. 
organizations may not cover what the agency is looking for. Again, an example or template would hclp. 

Page 2-3, Scction 2.1, Number 8. & 9. 

In regards to number 8, resumes are also required under 2.1 4. h. Pick one place to cover this requirement. 

In regards to number 9, this should apply to new Standing Agreements only. 

Paee 2-3, Sectian 2.2 

The first paragraph should read: IiMFS will evaluate exiating and prospective participants based on their 
demonstrated kack record and their capabilities in the follou~ing areas as described in their request. 

Paee3-1, Section 3.1, Number 1. 

In regards to numbcr 1; what IS thc difference between representative and responder'? 

Page 4-2. Section 4.2, Number 3. 

The paragraph should read: The prospectwe Participant should demonstrate howledge of national, state, and local 
law5 relatlng lo live animal respolae. 

Page 5-1. Section 5.1. Number I..BuUet la.). Sub-bullet (iii.1 

The inaximum holding capacity dcpcnds upon thc specics. For facilities that receive a number of different species 
and have flexible holding options, how would the agency determine max capac~ty? For example. a facllity mght 
have a pool tha1 can hold scvcral sml l  anunals (i.e. harbor seals) but only a couple large animals (1.e. Steller sea 
hons). Also, somc organizations are llmted more by staff and not space, how will M F S  take this into account? 
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Page 5-1, Section 5.1, Number l..Bullet (b.), Sub-bullet (ii.1 

[he sentence should lead: Human health and safety throughuut the rehabilitation facil~ty. 

Pdge 6-1. Section 6 

What is the policy for when the agency is propos~ng a designee fol an existing organization? 

Standards for Rehabilitation Facilities Comments: 

Page 2-1. Section 2.1. Pa rae ra~h  4 

The last sentence reads Pinnipeds with evidence of infectious disease must be quarantined (See Sections 2.4 
Quarantine). 

Does this mean that Pinn~peds with infectious diseases should be quarautmes from other rehabilitating 
animals? How many isolation areas is expecled? 

Paee 2-3. Section 2.1.2, 3'd BuUct Point 

Sentence should read: The tacihty must havc a plan to mauagc adult malcs. 

Pane 24, Section 2.1.5 

Palagraph should read: Animals housed at rehabilitation facilities muqt he prnvided with shelter to provide rehge 
from exkeme heat or cold. Pinnipeds held in rehabilitation facilities may not have l~ormal activity levels and thin 
atnmals may be unable to thennoregulate properly. These animals mny require shade structures to protecl them 
from direct sunlight and exkme heat, or shelter to protect them fromcold tcmpcraturcs or inclcmcnt wcathc~. 
Animals hcld in indoor facilities should be provided ulth appropriate light and dark photoperiods which mimic 
actual seasonal cond~tions. Except du~ing the pre-release conditioning phase, ensure adequate refugc h m  cxucmcs. 

Pacc 2-5. Seetion 2.1.7.4"Bullet Point 

Is the stn~cture referenced in the paragraph meant to be a separate bmlding? Or can it he sqarate ronmsholdlng 
areas that prevent exchange of water and bod~ly fluids as well as prevent 'nose-to-nose' contact with other animals? 

This requirement is stricter than the requirement listed on pagc 2-15. 

Paee 2-7. Seclion 2.1 .lo, 1" Bullet Point 

Addition of the following sentence: Dependant pups are more labor intensive and requlrc more staffmg. 

Pare 2-10. Section 2.2.1. 2"d Bullet Point 

Sentence should read: Dram water from pools as often as necessarq. to kcep the pool waler quality within acceptable 
limits. 

Pane 2-12, Section 2.3.2.1"Bullel Point 

Sentcncc rcads: Measure water tempenlure. pH, salinity (if applicable), chemical additives (ti applicable) daily in 
all pools. 

Does this apply to open flow through systems with natural sca water? 

Page 2-15, Scction 2.4.1.1"~ullet Point & 51h Bullet Point 
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In regards to the 5" bullet pomr. the sentence should read Malntain equiulpment and tools strictly ded~cated to the 
quarantine areas or thornugh ddisinfect~on. 

Paee 2-21. Section 2.6.1. 3rd Bullet Point 

In regards to the 3" bullet point, it is excesswe for a public display aquarium to have a nutritiolnst on staff. 

Pace 2-23. Section 2.7.1, sLh ~ n l l c t  Point 

Sentence reads. Have contingency plan for vetennary backup 

This should be the responsibillly of the facillty and not the veterinanan who may be a volunteer 

Paee 2-25. Section 2.7.2, 6th Bullet Point & Reuorts Bullets 

It is uot appropriate to assign hunlan health plans to thc vctcrinarian. A human hcalthplau sl~ould be developcd by 
the H m n  Resource pewomel with the help of a human medical professional. This should & the responsibility of 
thc facility, not the veterinanan 

Thc follow~ng rcpnm should hc thc refiponsibillty nf thc faclllty and not the vetennanan: 
Health and Safety Plan reviews 
Animal acquisitions and dispns~nons 
h'0.44 Form 89864,0MBP0648-0178 (Level A data) 
KOAA F o m ~  89878,OMB#0648-0178 (Marine Mammal Rel~dbilitdtion Dispus~t~on Report) 

Paee 2-26. Section 2.8.10'bullet Point 

Sentence reads: Serological assays may only go lo labs chat have validated bsts approved by NMFS, especially for 
release decisions or detcrminatlons. 

What does validation constitute'! What labs are thexe'! Will NMPS keep up with validatloris? 

Paee 2-30, Section 2.13 

The verblag in this paragraph differs from what is in the Stranding Agreement Template. This is a bdter version. 



Pace 4-5, Number 5. 

in rsgards to the first sentence, you night waut to more precisely define bite to specify breaking of skin. "Bites" 
ma), occrrr wlthout a breach of protective gear. Also, when tubmg an arlimal," bites" may occur wtthout bleach of 
protective gcal. 

In regards to rabics among pinnipeds, there is only one documented case. 

Paee 4-5, Number 6. 

This sentence is confusing. Perhaps more detall can be added. 

Paee 4-5. Number 7, 

We assume thar just bwause an animal was at 2 places, does not mean ~t ~sn ' t  releasable. 

Paee 4-9. Scction 4.6. znd Parderaoh 

In the fust sentence, l ~ s t  desired parameters. What docs Chcm-12 include? Also ln the first sentence, delete blow 
hole as a sampling site for pinnipeds. 

In the third sentence, 3ml of Semm is recommended but another document recommends Iml per draw Please 
clarify. 

Pace 4-10. Sectlon 4.7 

Recomnlcnd smcnuing h s  checklist as a stand alone documen1 for greater usabilit).. Rcconuncnd kccping it < 2 
pages and reduce font size as needed. 

Pagc 4-11. Scction 4.7 

New Point. History: The environmental couditmons are considered acceptable (e.g. prey avalIable, no hngenng 
contamination). 

7. Please defme 'bite" some&,here. 

17. Is this the release determination exam? Don't you h a w  to submit release paperwork 2 week prior? 

19. Is this the exam to be do~mc within 72 hours of rclcasc? 17 and 19 seem tn overlap. 

22. Change visual to in vision. 

25. 3mI total or each'? iiotc, clscwhcre th~s document mentions Iml per blood draw and that only 2 blood 
draws are requmred. 

New Point, Medical Clearance: I h e  veterinarian has recnred and reviewed all records on this ~ N I I I ~ ~  from other 
facilities that held this animal. 

Appendix E 

Explain how the agency will keep this list and testing requirements up to date au lhat facilitics can easily stay 
informed. 

Appendix G 

Some formatting issues took place after Append~x G. Unclear of the titles of some pages. 
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Standards for Release Comments: 

NMFS & USFWS should take into account the recommendations of the shanding facility and the AZA 'Taxon 
.4dsisor or Studbook Keeper for the specles before maklng a decision as to placement. 

Paee 2-9. Section 2.4. Number 1 

When taking an animals lustomy, docs mouthing qualify as a bitc or does the nard bite pertain to an animal breaking 
the ski11 of a human? 

Paee 2-12. Section 2d. Number 4.5" Paragraph 

The tlnrd sentence of this paragraph refers to microbial culture. Other than the obvious wound?, what would the 
'routmne' samples come Crum? Fecal? Nasal? 

Pagc 2-13, Section 2.4. Number 5.. Bullet (1.1 

The puagaph shuuld read: 

Required Identificalion Prior to Release. Marine mammals mnst be marked prior lo release lor individual 
idcntmiicat~on m thc wild (see 50 CEX Sec 216.27 (a)@) for specles under NMFS jurisdiction). Examples of pre- 
approved ~dentificahon systcms includc flipper roto tags, ilippcr All-Flcx tags, Flippn Templc tags, passlvc 
integrated tramponder tags (PIT tags) radio tags, and freeze branding (Geraci and Loundsbur). 2005). (Satellite tags 
should be inrlr~ded in this list.) Insasive procedures such as.. .should be done under the direct supervision of the 
attending vetermanan and m1I need prior approval from NMFS and FWS and may require a monmtoring per~od 
followillg the procedure. Proper photo identification can also be considered parr of this protocol. Standard 
lndentification protocols exist lor various groups of m i n e  ma~nmals that detai1 tlie methods and procedures for 
marhng Cot Cuturc idcnt~ficat~on m the wild, and are included in the appropriate section for each taxononuc group. 
Contact the Agency strandmg cuordilliliur for more direction on lagging. 

Paee 2-14. Section 2.4. Number 5.. Bullet Ih.1 

First preference is releasmng the animal in the same generallgeograph~cal area where the an~mal war stranded. Thc 
second choice. especially ~f the annnal was shanded outslde of its normal range, 1s to release the ammal closer to or 
within 11s normal range, This is implied later but should probably also be referenced here. 

NOTE: Section 4.3 beginning on page 4 4  is formatted differently than 4.4,45 and 4.6, using the number 
suhsections that more or less correspond to the checklist. 4.5's Rehavinral subsections are given paragraph 
numbers. Recnmmend you standardize the style. 

The organization fur section 4.3 slkould mesh with the checklist preseuted later iu the document. Each polnt 
on Ule checklist should be described hcrc and each point hcre shodd have a corresponding question on the 
checklist. 

Paee 4-5, Number 4. 

The last sentence should read: Consultation with NMPS or FWS is thus required for pimipeck that have a knuwn 
l~iriory of exposure to terrestrial animals. 

Note: Yuu can never know for sure wkdt happcned belorc an animal was leported and brought in. 
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Appendix H 

This appcndix could use an up front description~summa~y of hov this infurmalion should be used in the slrandinp 
context ((verses the research context). 

At polnts this document seems to refer only to one taxon or species in many places wlthout specifying which and 
Uien does not discuss the other taxdspecies. Bonom-line, it is not alwa)+s clearu~lut species is being il~cluded and if 
all other species are excluded. 

Appendix H. paee H-1. Section 1.1.2 & 1.1.3 

Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 are not typical activities for a shanding organization. 

Appendix H. pate H-2. Sextion 1.1.4 

The Cis1 senlence reads: 

Capture of marine rnaznmals my be necessary during research activities to collcct spccimens, perform an 
exanination, or attach tags or scientific instruments. 

This appendix should address stranding scenarios, not research, or there should be a preamble to discuss how it 
applies in stranding situations 

Appendix H, pate H-4. Section 1.1.4 

Chemical resttaint should require veterinary input. 

Appendix H, vage H-5. Section 1.1.5 

Sedahon of large pinnipeds should require vetennary mput. 

Appendix H. pace H-7, Section 1.1.6 

Insmments should be athched to the coat of an animal, not to the skin. 

Awendix H, page H-8. Sectinn 1.1.7 

Restrictions concerning hot branding should be specifically addressed. 

Appendix H. Dace H-10. Section 1.1.9 

Tlie second pa rapph  refers to dolphin biopsy sites. What about other cetaceans and pinmpcds'? 

Appendix H. page 8 1 0 ,  Swtion 1.1.10 

Some folks prefer 19G or even 20G, some prefer butterflies to straight needles. A4cmneedle is longer that needed 
for some sitedanimals and maybe too short in some cases. Recommend h s  be changed lu rrad 'of appropriate 
size.' 

AppendlxH. page H-11. Section 1.1.10 

Again, I would lcavc tlic preclse needle sizr: up lo lhe discret~on of the veter iua~~n.  n i e  extradural vcsscl 1s not a 
san~plmng site in otariids. Olariids and solnc plocids can be sampled from flipper neb veins. 

Aprcndix H, page H-12. Scction 1.1.13 

The second paragraph refers to extracting the ti15 tooth of the lower jaw What specles is this for? Pre-molars are 
extracted in pinn~peds 

Appendix H. rage H-13. Section 1.1.13 

Cathokrization is alsu possible m pinnipeds. 

The fourth paragraphs last sentence roads: Thc samples are sent to a diagnostic laboratory for culturing and species 
identification. 

Does specics r c t c~  to thc parasltc spccies? Prey analysis7 

ADDendis H. pace H-14. Section 1.1.13 

Please site the source of the thermal probes. There are odier deep ~ectal probes available. 

In tbe last paragraph of Section 1.1.13, cllange brevetoxrn to any toxin 

Appendix 11, paee 11-14, Section 1.1.14 

Vetermanan ~nvolvement should be requ~red 
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MARINE COMMISSION 
4340 EAST-WEST m., RM. 905 

BJ3TmsDA, IVID 20814 

Telephone: 001) SM-0087 
Facsimiie: (3011 3M-0099 

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
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MARINE MAMMAL COMMISSION 
4940 t4ST-WEST HIGHWAY, ROOM 905 

BETHESDA, MD 20814-4447 

Mr. David Cottingham 
Chief, Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle 

C o n s m a o n  Division 
Office OF Protected Resolvces 
Nationd &Lane Fisheries S e M r c  
1315 Eart-West Nghwap 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 A& 
D e u  Mr. C 

The MadneMammal Commssion, in consultationMth ic; Commrttee of Scientific Advisors 
on Marine Mammals, has reviewed thc Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
(DPEIS) on the Natlonal Oceanic and Atmospheric Admhstnhon's Madnc Mammal Health and 
Saanding Response Progam (MMHSRP) with rcgard to the goals, policies, and requirements of the 
Mnrine Mammal Protection Act and h e  Nationd F,nwonmeutal Policy Art. We offcr the foUounng 
cornmalts and rccommendntlons. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Madne Mammal C o m s s l o n  recommend$ that the National M k  Fisheties SeMce 
revise the DPEIS t- 

provide sn update on the starus of h a l  rcpom of unusual morraliry events, explore ways to 
promote completion and circulation of h a l  reports mom promptly, and ~denbfy actions rhar 
the Service can take to Lnprwe the sptheas  and use of data fmmunusualmo&~ events; 

discurs the ctitena that the Service intends to use in its r w i m  and appro& or d~szpp~ovd 
of recommended releases of m h c  miilm~ls, and plans for such rclesses, by rehabdbtion 
faulities; 
idcndfy the types of mformation that would bc included in prorocols for monitorhg released 
a i m  J, . specifp actions t ' r  the Seroicc plans to take to ensure that rchabilitntion fachties are m 
comphncr with the Intetim Standards for Kehabilitation Faulities; 
elaborate on the Seroice's plans for developing draft guidelines to govsn when public 
&splay of h e  mammals undergoing rehabilitation .will bc authorized, indudiug 
oppornwities for thc Com~msslon, the affecred facilities, and the public to review the draft 
midelincs bcfore their adootion: and - . 
discuss alternatives for addressing overcromdq at rehabilitation facihties, issues associated 
with the ulaccmcnt of non-tclealeasable marine m;rmnulr m oublic msolav facilities. and c t i t c tk  
for m a h g  obsite evaluations of rhe likelillilood +hat R stranded madne mamml can be 
successfly rehabilitated and released. 

PHONE: (301 ) 504-0067 
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RATIONALE 

The MNISRP has been instrumental in coordinadng responses to stranding events 
narionwide, providmg care f01 suanded make mammals, and examining catcaeres and tissue 
samples to collect backgmund information on the possible causes of morbtdity and r n o d y .  The 
M-c Mammal Commisuon c m  the Scrvice and stranding network pardcipanh for these 
efforts. Tbc Cnmmission also commends the Service for its efforts in developing the DPEIS, which 
we genedy  b&ve ptomdes 1 thorough analysis of the relevant issues n e r c  m, however, certain 
areas where we think that the discussion in rhe DPEIS needs to be expanded or danfied or where 
additionalissues need to be conaidercd. We offer the following comments and recommendat~ons to 
assist the Senrice in lmprovlng the spandmg rcsponse program and the DPEIS. 

CoUection and Spthesis of Da ta h Unusual M o d t y  Events 

As mdcated m the DPEIS, Tide IV of the M a h e  Mammal Froterhn Act requites, among 
other hings, that the MMHSRP "facilitate the collection and dissemination of reference data on the 
health of madne mammals and health trends of marine mammal populadons in the wild" and 
"correlate the health of marine mammals and marine mammal populations, m thc wild, with 
avaiLzble data on physical, chemicd md biological env~onmental parameters " The National 
Template Marine Mammal Stranding Agreement (p. 4) stares that one of the Service's 
rcsponsibilides, pursuant to section 402 of the M&nc Mammal Protection Act, is to "collect nnd 
update pe,iodirsUy and make av&ble to stranding network plmcipmts and other qualihd 
rwentish, w s m g  mfomzdon on.. .stranding by region to monitor specks, numbers, conditions, 
znd closes of illness and death in strandcd madne mammals." lbe Commission notes, however, that 
of the 26 unusual monaliiy events that werc officially declared by the Working Group on M h n e  
Mammal Unusual Mortality Events betmeen 1991 and the end of 2005,' h a l  reports have been 
complered for only six events. Draft repoas have been prepared on three other unusual mortality 
events and papcrs have been pubhshed on seven addidonal events. This means that the 
a rms tances  a d  consequences of 10 events have not bccn reported. Such repoits are of p o t e n d  
value to stranding nebvorli pard4pmts and to researchers who arc responding to and s e e h g  to 
undersrand such even*. The Commission behwes that a is lmpoaant that these repore be 
completed in a timely fashon. The Marine M d  ComnU.mnu.sion therefore recommends that the 
Setvice (1) an update on the s h t ~ ~ s  of hd repow of unusual mottality cvenffi and (2) 
explore ways to complete and circulate hnal repom more prompdy. In h s  regard, the Commission 
points m and endorses the rerommdations made m Gulland (2006) (enclosed; see pages 23 and 
24), whch identified several actions that the S c ~ t c  could rake to improve the utility of datn 
collected d u n g  unusual m o d q  events. 

Those recommended actions are consistent with the Setvice's mandate under Tide IV and 
would d a n c c  the Service's Mame Mammal U n w d  Mormliy Event Response Program. The 

I see ~u l lnnd  2006. DI. Cmlland norcd that thm have bem 29 unurud momlity wcntr *nee 1992 We mcluded only 26 
mom mscussion bsmau$c the orher evenrr me curra~tly ongoing or wen closed ody rrecently. 
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Marine Mammd C o ~ s ~ i o n  therefore recommends that the Smi te  revise the DPEIS to discuss 
actions the Setrice has taken or plms ro rake to improve the synthesis and use of data collctted 
during unusual mortahy events. 

Interim Standards far Release 

T b e  I n t e k  Standards for Release appended to the DPEIS mclude several safeguards lor 
ensuring that marhe mammals are not released prematurely or in situations where they might pose a 
threat to w l d  populations. For example, the int& stzndatds requite that stranding network 
parriupants prepare "release determinadon recommcndnuons" and release plans and to obtain thc 
Setrice's concurrence prior to =elease. These rcquLements recognize that facilides m y  have 
mcenttves to promote inadvisable rclcases. The interim standards do not, howcuer, r c c o p c  that 
for some specks, there may be a countervailing lncenhve to retain k c  mammals for long-term 
maintenance in captivity and, perhaps, eventual placement st I public duphy facility. For such 
citcumstances, protocols necd to be cotabblished to ensure that the rehabImdon of animals a d  that 
ptcparation for eventual release to the mld are pursued diligendy and mith suitnble agency oversight. 

The Commission notes that incentives to rctain stranded mimals for long-term capive 
maintenance likely ye geltest for species with commercdvdue, such as bottlenose do lphs ,  or 
for depleted speues for which public display pcn& are not available With only a few exceptions, 
rhese are species listed under the Endangcrcd Spctiw Act aa threatened or endangered. Thus, this 
may be an issue best addressed m the context of the new MMPA/ESA pennir being contemplated 
in the DFEIS. 

Page 2-2 of the Int& Standards for Release states that "[r]he Regional Administrator (it., 
NMFS staff) will rWim the rccommcndadon and rrlcase plan [submitted by a stranding faulrty] nnd 
provide a signed watten nohhcauon to the Strandmg Network partiupanr indicaung concurrence 
and authorization to release or k e c t  an alternate disposition.. . ." The DPEIS does not, hut should, 
discuss the criteria that the S e r v i c e d  use to review and approve or disapprove the 
recommendnnons pnd plans. The Comrmss~on's concern IS underscored by the Setvice's Southensr 
Regonal Office's authorization in August 2003 of the release of five pilot whales, despite objections 
from experts in the h lds  of ceclcean biology, behavior, and ve tednq  medicine and contrvy to the 
Semite's o w  release guidelines. f i e  animals in question induded a dependent calf and a juvede 
animal exhihikg aberrant behavior, prompting the ourside expcas to condude that rdearc ofthcsc 
m i n d s  would be inhumane. Under the Service's o m  grudehes, the release of dependent c a h s  and 
animals exhibidng aberrant behavior is precluded. Nine days after the h e s '  rcleasc, scientisu 
tracking the whales observed shuks amdring the calf, and thc fate of two 0th- a-$5 mas 
unknoum. In that case, the Service chosc not to follow its draft release aiteda and the advice of the 
majority of expcm it consultc%th advcrsc consequences. The Madne Mammal C m  
thcrcforr rccommendr that the S m c c  dmfq the procedures and substanfive cutena, other t h n  
those &at facilities mould need to consider under the Intedm Standards for Release, rhar it WIII 
follow in reviewing and app~aving or disnpprox&g a stranding nelwork parddpant's 
recommendadon and release plans. 
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The Interim Standards for Rdcasc @ages 3-12 and 414) note that "[plost-rekase monitoring 
provides e s send  infomadon to dwelop and rehne mathe mammal rehabilitauon and r d e s c  
pracaces." O n  page 2-14 it states that standardizauon of data collecuon protocols for mooitor& 
released animals may be helpful in comparing indwidual cases, and that the Scn?ce 'W provllk the 
stranding network with the desired format for receipt of tracking darn in repom? However, the 
Senlce does no= elaborate on what that format might be. We concur that vtlndardrzed data 
collechon protocols would be useful, and he Marine hlammal Commission recommends that h e  
DPEIS be revir;cd to identify the types of lnformauon that would be induded in protocols for 
monitoring released anhala. 

Interim Standards forRe6abili~ation Facilities 

The lntroduchon to this sechon @age iv) notes that the In& Standards for Rehabfitadon 
Facilities establish minimum standards for the temporary care of animals undergoing rehbdihtion 
and that it is the Scrvicc'r intcnt to provlde n reasonable process for fadlitics to be upgraded to meet 
or cxcccd those standatds. Hoverer, there is no h&cauon of what thc S e ~ c e  intends to do tc, 
ensute that rchabditauon fscilities are, in fact, meedng the minimum standards (e~g , whether 
mspections wll be conducted, how often, and by whom). The Marine Mammal Commission 
recommends that rhis i n f o d o n  be provitlcd. 

Pages 1-4 and 2-4 state that shade structures or shelters must be provided when locd 
dunldc conditions could orhewise comprombc the hcdth of the m a l .  W standard is subjecfme 
aad allows Eor broad interprctiltion. The Service should better d e h e  the conditions under whch 
shade must be ~rovided to animals that are undergoing rehabilitation, recognizing that, if such 
vlunda ate vnable to themoteplate or svnm and dive normaly, protection from the sun is 
essential. 

Public Viewing ofMarine Mammal6 Undergokg Rehabilitation 

Page 6-3 of the DPEIS st?tes that "[clurrently, public v~eming of aaimls ia rchabiliahn is 
not allowed under MMPA regulations.. .." ?he discussion gocs on to indicate that the MMHSRP 
"would Ik to estabhsh gudehes  to allow public mewing that would protect the animals as weJl as 
the general public.. .." 

Con- to the statement in the DPEIS, rhe cited regulation (50 C F ~ R  216 27(c)(5)) docs 
not establish a complete prohhition on the ~ b l i c  display of m i n e  mammals undergoing 
rehabilitation. Rather, such &plays are not dowed unless the Regional Director or the Director of 
rhe Office of Pmtccted Resources has specifically autho&ed them and unless they are conducted in 
a manner cons~stent vnth the requrements apphcable to p u b k  display. This being the case, 
reguhtory changes are not needed. 

The Commission concuts that cseblirhing guidelines for when and under what condrtlons 
public display should be allowed is a good idca. Howcvcr, the DPEIS does not sufficiently describe 
the types of guidelines being contemplated by thc Scrvlcc, cxcept to note that those Melines 
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would be designed to protect the animals m d  the general public, including animal and human health. 
It would be helpfdifthc 6md EIS e~panded on the Service's pbns for developing the guiddincr 
and identified other factors that need to be considered before public display of xnimals in 
rehabilirnrion fac&ues 1s suthonzed. For example, public display should only bc b c d  in slmatioas 
and in ways in which it mould not interfere with the MMHSWs goal of e v e n d Y  returning 
tehabittated m h e  mammals to the wild (c.g., precauhons should be taken to ensure that viewing 
oppottunitles do not acclimate animals to the presence of humans). The Mnnne M-al 

that that DPEIS be rcvLed to elaborate on the Service's plans 
for developing draft guidelines to goo- whcn pblic  &splay of mWne m d a  undmgomg 
rehabilitation will bc a u t h o ~ e d ,  indudmg oppoaunides for the Commission, the affected facilities, 
and d ~ e  public to rmcw the draft pidelmes prior to their adoption. 

p~ssible complicadng issue is whether pkung marine mammals undergoing rchabhtauon 
on public &splay cdggcrs Animd Welfare Act care and d t e n a n c e  amdardr hat q h t  not 
otheiwise be applicable. Compliance with these standards mighr place additional h n a a l  burdens 
on rehabilitation facilities and codd deflect attention away from achi- the rehabfitation goals of 
the Mmne Munmal Pmtectlon Act. The Mame Mammal Commission thctefnre urpa the National 
Matine Fisheries Ser ice  to work closely wirh the Animal md Plnnt Health Inspection S m c e  m 
developing rhe guidelines for public viewing to ensure that the requirements of h e  two starutes are 
mct and that the potcntid for successful rehabihtation is not compromised. 

Strandiog Nerwok Issues 

Over the yeas, three separate stranding-related issues have generated ongoing concern: 
insufficient spare at rehabilitation fadties, p&darly in light of the p o t e n d  for increased 
numbers of standings in the future as a result of dimate-related changes; difficuldes associated ~ i r h  
placing non-releasable marine mammals (particularly pimipeds, neonates, and animals with chtonic 
h d t h  probkms [e.g., ncuxological problems nnd sldn condidons]) m pubhc display b d t i e s ;  nnd 
ultena for deterrmrung when stranded mame mammals should be removed horn the vnld for 
meanent  and rchabilitxtion fie., making on-scene evaluxtions of thc likelihood of I ~ a n d e d  marine 
mammal bing succcsuMy rehabilitated and relcued). Clem and specific standards also are needed 
for d e t e r h g  when euthanasia of a sttanded aaimalis appropriate. We unders~nd that this and 
related issues are discussed in depth by Moore et al. (in press) and suggest rhat the S k c c  contact 
the authors for a copy of that paper if it docs not already havc onc. The Commission belimes that 
an m-depth cxlrmnation of thcsc problcms and of potential solutions i s  watzanted. The Mnnnr 
Mammal Comrmss~on recommends that the Nahonal M h e  Fisheries S m c e  revlse the DPEIS to 
discuss these issues and possible strategies for addressing t h a n  
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Charles D.N. Rrower 
Ch*B111an. Ice Seal Comnit~cc 
PO Box 946 
Nome. Alaska 99762 

Sirbjec~: Rehabililatiorr arld Rcleax o r  Arctic Ice Sctalb 

near Mr. C'ottingham, 

The Icc Seal Comnlitlee is opposed to the release of rehabilitated ice seals in thc .kctic 
hack to the wild due to the threat of spread ofdisease. Current regnlations and policy 
require the release o f  marine marnmalr that arc deemed healthy Lo relurn hack lo the wild. 
Wc wish to have this practicc stopped for icc scaIs. We ha= passed resolution, as have 
the Eskimo Walrus Commission and the Alaslta Nanuuq Commission to opposc the 
release praciices k,r ice seals. 

Wc arc willirlg to work with the National Marine Fisheries Service and o t h e ~  partner 
organizations to find ways to address the laws regulations, and policies regarding this 
issue. We hope to havc and exemption for the release of Alaska .4rctic ice seals rhat 
rcquircs thc release stipulations. We do no1 intend lo alli.ct other spccics wilhin Uniled 
Slates jurisdiction. 

Sincerely. 

~ 'hai r6an.  Ice Seal Comrmttee 
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List of Participants: 

Mrnrbers 
Ctrarles D.N. 
l lolly Chythlooh 
.\ustin .AIiniasuk 
Jennifer Hooper 
Jolio Gaodwii~ 

W f  
Rex Snyder 
Charlei Johnson 

Federal 9eency 
Pete1 Bovciig 
Mlchael Cameron 
Barbaia Malioiiey 

(;t~esi Prerenters 
Urer~dan Krlly 
Lori Quakenbush 
Bob Small 
Paul Stang 
Lee Keliar 
Carrie iinerl, 
Monica Ricdel 

Other (ii~ests 
John Reynolds 
Cheryl Rosa 
Tim Licbling 
4!1n Hoover-Mlller 
Pam Tuorni 
Vitch Sirnionoff 
Vera l e t c a l f  
Cllris Perkins 
Ilonna Willoya 
Chandra Meek 

Minutes of the 

Ice Seal Committee 
Alaska Nanuuq Commission 

24-25 October 2006 
Meeting 

Captain Cook IIotel, Anchorage, Alaska 

Organization Contact 

Brower Nortii Slope tlo~ongh CBroweri@Ukpik.con~ 
Bristol Ray N;ltive Assosicnrion mchytlilook@bbna.co~n 
Ka\verak lnc.iBering Shaigllts sub.rcc(p7hairerak.ur~ 
Assac. nf Village Council Prcsidcnts jhnoper@avcp.org 
Maniilaq JGuodwinGotz.net 

Aiaska Nant~uq Commission liarpoon907~~yahno.com 
Alaska Nanilliq Commission cj.aknanuuq,@aiaska.com 

hational Marine ivlanimal Lab peter.buveng@noaa.gw 
National Marine Mammal Lab Michael.comeron@noaa.go~~ 
National Marine Fisheries Scrvicc Barbaa.mahoncy:gnoaa.gov 

University u l  Alaska Southeast brendan.keily@uas.alaska.edu 
Alaska Depariment of Fish & Gamc lori~quakenblrsh@fishgame.statc ak.us 
Alaska Department of Fish & Ga!ilc bob alnali@lishgamc 5tate.ak.u~ 
Minerals Mana~enient Service palil.srang$jmms.gov 
Alaska ScaLifc Ccnicr Ice.kellar@alaskascalifc.org 
Alaska SeaLife Center 
Indigenous Peoples' Council Marine Mamls monicariedel@gci.nct 

M a r i ~ ~ r  Mammal Commission 
harth Slnpe Rorough 
Alaska ScaLife Center 
Alaska SeaLife Center 
Alaska SeaLife Center 
Ala,kaUative ilarbor Seal Commissio~~ 

I l a ~ k a  Sea Otter and Sea Lion Commission 
1:niveraily o r  ?Isska Fairbanks, Student 

Call to Order: Chairman Charles Brower called the ~neetulg of the Ice Seal Committee (ISC) to 
order at S:43am. 

Roll Call: Rex Snyder recogni~ed present Charles Brower, Austin Almasuk. Jcnnifcr Hooper. 
John Goodwin, and h,lully Chythlook. Quorum Established. 

Approval of Agenda: Motion lo approve ogencin h ~ ,  .ien~~fi.r- Fiooper, 2"" Afol!i. C'hylhfook. pasred 
u r ~ a r ~ i ~ ~ ~ o u . ~ ~ .  

A ~ ~ r o v a I  of Minutes: Motion lo approve .ianucrr~i 2006 and Febrzcary 06 Meefiitgs rnin7lle.s hy 
.4 isiin ilhrnasuk. _Y'?I~J .John Goodwin, passacl ununimolisly. I 
Charlie Johnson suggested that in order for the 1SC to be consistent with other commissions it 
should change its bylaws to be representatives fiom tribal entities not tribal governments. 

John Goodwin nlcntioncd that hc docs not work for Maniilaq but went to the board and asked them 
to appoint him because he was a seal hunter. He did not want to send an interior person to he on 
thc ISC and they appointed him. 

Charlie Brower suggested that an amendment to the bylaws he put forth at the next meeting and he 
wodd discuss the issue with Innpiat Cammrinily orthe Arctic Slope. 

Keeional Reports: 

North Slope: Charles Brower- good hunting in all villages this su1nn1er. Mr. Bn~wer  personally 
had an excellent hm-est. Lost much dried seal meat eon1 seagulls. Somc scals unhealthy and 
unedibie hut not a bad season. 

MmiiIa.~ John Goodwin- a good harvest season. Stated that his region is losing old hunters. 
Subsistcncc Coordinator for 41aniilaq region connects families in need with hunters. A w-am fill 
season. Tk'hile out t'agying l t g ~ c h a q  noticed more ringed seals this year. The ringid seals were 
fatter and I~ealthizr looking Loo. Ilarvrsled ug-uk wcre not as fdt this year. Usually it is tlic biggcr 
uyrults with rusty faces but some ofthe young oncs had it too. John wants to know more about the 
red ljces and whac causes it. 

Kawerak Iilc./Berinlr Straits: Austin Ahmasuk reported on coniprehensive survey that includcd 
queslions on seal hdrvcst. Survey is in cooperation with ADFG and North Pacific Rcscarch Boa-d 
funding and is 80% complete. Official report should be available soon. ice conditions were very 
good - though trend in weather has been generally warm. Have not heard much in terms or 
diseases or unhealthy seals. Salmon on increase with record runs will help spottcd scals mostly. 
11 2002 survey will compliment the 2005 survey. Harvest seems normal from informal 
discussinns. This fall is warm and seems a bit behind in fieeze-up; a little late. 

Association of Villarc Council Presidents: Jennifer Hooper reported on not hearing any village 
concerns. l a t e  Spring break-up with grey summer and fall. Freeze-up is late. AVCIP-TI JM 
submitted a joint request f i ~ r  funding with other Indigerlous Peoples' Council on Marinc Mammals 
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lor line iten1 funding. JenniSer was approached by a museum wanti% an uyuk  specimen for 
dhplay. She was uneasy about asking a hunter to catch food to send out and fill with plasiic for 
display. Howeverj request was retracted due to expense of such a display. 

Bristol Bay Nativc Association: Molly Cliythlook has rcplaccd Ralph Andcrscn as thc ISC 
rcprcscntativc. Molly Chythfook dcscribcd her affiliation with harbor scal smvcys with Alaska 
~ b t i v e  Harbor Seal C'ommisison and AI>FCi in 13 communities. Numhers of sea lions harvested 
declined as numbers ol'a~iimals declined. Bearded seals are less ntunerous and timid. Mukluk 
sfjal's oil is yellow and lllust not get hvarnl because it spoils easil). Togiak and Twin Hills reported 
skinny seals. I.ot of sea ice this year making open water ski fuse  difficult. Ice departed in time for 
normal herring harvest date. Raining and unpredictable summer weather made hunting difficult 
such as Round Island uralrus hunt. February April is the peak szal harvest and the harvest stops 
aftcr the salmon come in bccausc thc scals tastc too fishy thcn. I-Iunting starts again in Octobcr. 
Conditions o f  skins seems to be degrading - cutting through skin easier when flensing blubber. 

Ausiin Ahmasuk said he has heard of thinner skins too. As a r ipper  ht: knows il could be o 
difference in the timing of the harvest because skins are thinner at certain times of year. Skins may 
be thinner when seals are molting too. 

I 
Tndiaenous Peoples' Council on Marine Mammals 
Monica Riedel gave an update and provided a handout titled "Alaska Uative Co-Managemeni and 
Consolidation ofIPCoMM2 dated 18 Octotxr 2006. She said thal the document was the result of 
meetings and discussion and was initiated by IPCohfM members. She urged support from the 
Marine Manmal Commission and ack~~owledged support hom others. She asked for a resolution 
of suppo~t and letters to Senators and the Presidenr. John Reynolds from the Marine Mannnal 
Commission said that she should discuss hcr rcqucst with Tim Ragcn. the ncw7 Fxccutivc Director, 
b t that the MMC: planned a fall 2007 Co-management workshop. which may help. i 
Monica said that 11'CoMM7s message has ,already been delivered to Congress but no conlmitmcnts 
have been received. They are still optir~listic because the 07 spending bill has nor been signed. She 
gavc a copy of IPCoMM's agenda for ncxt nlccting to Rex. 

I 
SLafTReports 

I 
Rex Snyder gave an update on activities; fimding requests. and ice seal =mpling efor ts  in North 
Slope villages. Kes Snyder handed out a copy o f  an Arctic Sounder Article about seal hunt~ng and 
emphasized the usc of hlaslta newspapers to get i n f o r ~ ~ t i o n  out to conlmunities. Ile also passed 
out an organizational c h r t  for thc ISC. Rcx also niadc a plca for a bcttcr proccss for gctling 
money  om N W S  for ISC operations. He has been turning in receipts for reimbursement bur 
oiien he has no money to work wilh. NMFS responded that ihey could assist wilh that. 

Charles Johnson, Execntive Director of the Alaska Nannuq Commission (.ANT) pre7enled a report 
on activities of ANC. 'l'he primary focus has k e n  the treaty- with Kussia and thc Administrations 
hesitation to support congressional enactment due to language mandatiug the assignment ofjoint 
commission members as "Alaska Native": that the President may assign anyone he or she pleases. 
Highlighted orher pryjects A N C  is involved with: Chukotka l'raditional Knowledge Study, 
Annotated Bibliography of Russian research, Treaty enaclmmt. FWS research on population and 
polar bear villagc patrols. 

RRE.4K 

tinfinished Business: 

National Marinc Mammal Lab (NMML)- Pctcr Bovcng and Mikc Camcron with Polar Ecosystems 
reported on seal capture and satellite tracking project from the Thotiias Tl?ompson research cruise 
vcssei at the lcading cdge ofpack- ice in the Kering Sea during April. .lohn Goodwin and C:harles 
Saccheus also psuticipated and felt that !laving Alaska Natives as research team members was vital 
and made For a very successfUl and advantageous for the program. KMML also gave an update on 
the Kopebue satellite tagging project. 

LUNCH 

Unfinished Business Continued: 

Austin Ahmasuk e w e  a presentation on draft results from a Kawerak Inc. ballistics pro,iect on the 
effectiveness of .17 cal. and .22 cal. for seal hunting. Project provides information for hunters and 
could he transformed into a llandbook or other usefill tool. 

Dr. Kclly gavc an update on ringed scal population Inovcnlcnts and gcnctics that arc uscfiil Tor 
understanding population structure. Warm weather is attecting seal habitat with reduced ice and 
snow cover as well as limited denning seasons for pups. So Fa 338 ringed seal DNA samples are 
being analyzed so far from known breeding sites. 

Lori Quakenbush gave and update on ice seal biomonitoring in villages - working with hunters 
and users to gel rull suite of tissue samples and information. Prograril has sampled 1 , I  02 seals. 
Alaska ice seal contaminant loads appear ncarly 10 times lower than the avcragc of thrcc sites in 
Canada. She also introduced Mark Nelson. ADFG, and a newly funded effort to collect ice seal 
harvest irfurmarion. The kinding includes money lor worhshops and meetiiigs to deicrn~irlc the 
best way to collect the inrormalion. The harvest calendars will also be a focus. 

Paul Stang with the Minerals Management Senlice provided information on Outer Continental 
Shclf oil and gas lcasc programs. Mr. Stang informcd Comlnittcc on MMS's Fivc Ycar Lcasc 
Program for Benufort and Ch111:chi sea lease sales. Chairman Brower suggested more wildlife 
monitors on board seismic vessels. 

Ncw Business: 
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Resolution Against the Release of Rehabilitated 
Seals to the Wild 

Ice Seal Committee Resolution # 01 -2006 

WHEREAS a stated purpose of the Ice Scal Committee is to preserve 
and enhance the marine rcsourccs of ice seals (ringed, 
bcardcd, spotted. and ribbon), and 

WHEREAS 

Alaska Sealife Center (AS1.C). National Marine Fisheries. and Ice Seal Colnmittee discussed 
strengths and wcakncsses oTrehdbilitdtior1 and release of ac t ic  scirls. Charlic Brower rcfcrred tc, 
the Resolutions passed by several ANOs, includiiig ISC, but releases are still continuing. ISC 
members reiterated concerns about introduction of parasites and diseases to the wild population 
and that the benefit of release of a few seals does not on! weigh lhe huge potential risk. 

1,ee Keller of the ASIC explained that their stranding agreement with KMFS requires the S L C  to 
release rehabilitated seals meeting the release criteria The cunrni stranding agreement and 
policies between KMFS and ASLC require release of seals that mcct requircmcnts. ASLC gave a 
review oftheir rehabilitation program and what types ofthings they can lcam from livc but sick 
,animals. ASLC doesn't know how to honor the stranding agreement with NMFS and ISC 
rrsolulions. 'The short-term solution appears to bc for TSC to continue to promote local actions as 
laid out by the posters and pursuc a long-term solution such as an exemption in the MMPA for 

mzist he clear and slrong,for exemption. Passed unanimously. 

October 25.9:lOan 

Co-management Agreement discussion on any additions or missing elements. Rex Snyder 
reconnnended the agreement address sorrle enforcement issues. especially the concerns with bordcr 
crossings wearing traditional marine mammal clothing. Barbara Mahoney suggested the 1SC 
approach the Custom Agents for their newt meeting. NOAA Enforcement would also be able to 
attend the next ISC met ing to answcr qucstiol~s on icc scal cnforccmcnt issues. No changes to 

.blotion hy Ausrin Ahmnsuk ro si,~i? Agreement. znd by Jennifir Ilooper. passed urzaiziii~o~i.~(~' 
Signed by Charles Browzr and Barbara Mahoney. Menlbrrs of Co-managcnie~~t Conullittcc 

WHEREAS 

appointed are: All 5 rnembcrs of Ice Seal Committcc and Pctcr Bovcng, Barbara Mahoney, and 
Kaja Brix. 

Back to Unfinished Business: 

Technical Committee: Peter Boveng took lead on discussion to review and update Ice Seal 
Reseach Plan as a guide and tool for fiscal proposals to Congrcss and rcvicwing icc scal work. 
Discussion on introduction to reflect emphasis on promoting needs for funding - with a clcnrcr 
voice for broad audience. Charles Johnson will be in D.C. in mid November and would like 
updated introduction of the research plan for 11s trip. 

.&fotion by Avslin Ahrnasuk lo tnbk eleclionsjor next meeting, 2"Qhv .John (;oodwin, pnsseil' 
~rnunirnozi.~~~. 

Adiournn~ent: Next mcctu~g at thc call of the Chair Motion to adjourn by Alr~tin Ahmtcst,k, Td  
hy .John Goodwin. passed unonimol~sly. 

:,J- 
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healthy icc scal populations are important for the 
subsistence of coastal Alaska Native pcoplc of the 
Bering, Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas, and 

the practice of transporting a sick ice seal from its Arctic 
environment (Bering, Chukchi, or Beaufort Sea), nursing 
it back to health in waters from thc Gulf of Alaska, and 
releasing it back into the Arctic creates great potential 
risk of introducing diseases andlor parasites into the wild 
ice seal populations, and 

there is no population crisis for any of the ice seal species 
that would justifj the potential risk of releasing a few 
individuals back to thc wild, then 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Ice Seal Cornmittec is opposed to this practice 
and will act locally to prevent sick ice seals from being 
transported for the purposes of rehabilitation and release. 

3 1 January 2006 
Date Charles D. N. Brower 



May 30,200: 

Da\id Coltrngham, Chlef 
Mame Mammal and Sea Turtle Conscn atlon Division 
Office of Protected Resources 
%tianal Marine Fisheries Senice 
13 15 East-LC'cst Hzght+ay, Rrn 13635 
Srlver Spring, MI3 20910 

Dear Mr. Cotton: 

NOAA Fisheries' Alaska Region f'rolectecl Resources Dlvislon (AKR PRD) appreciates 
the opportunity to comment on the Draft Programmat~c Enktronmental Impact Statement 
(DPEIS) for the Marlne Mammal Health and Strandtng Response Program (MMHSRP). 
We support the preferred alternative as described in the Executive Sumrnary and in 
Chapter 2 of the document. In additton, we submit the following comments for 
consideration: 

1. Ice Seal Release 
We encourage the development of national policy which wtll address the 
concerns of Alaska Nattte colnmun~ties and organizations related to the 
release ofrehabil~tated marine mammals into the wrld (current concern 
over lee seal release, maj expand to other species as well), The agency 
should develop a consistent policy under the directives of the ESA and 
MkIPA to address this through the MMMSRP, as ~t ts a marine mammal 
health and management ~ssue which may set precedent for other species 
and regions. 

2. Large Whale D~scntangtement 
Under the close superblslon arid authoriration of the MMHSRP permit 
issued to Dr. Teri Rowles, we encourage the development and support of a 
West Coast large whale disentanglement netuork. Strong progress has 
been made in thls arena in recent jears through regronal coordinatron 
efforts between Hawait, Alaska, California and the hol-thtvest 
(forthcoming) to build partnerships and capacity through safety trarntng, 
awareness-raising, and equipment acquisition. We encourage resource 
pr~orit~/ation and nattonal oversight facilitated throt~gh the MMHSRP 
pcnnrt for further West Coast coordtnation efforts. 
For Marine Mammal Discntanglenlent Network members named in 
Appendix F, we recommend only listing those lndn rduais trained at 
Levels 3 & above. Levels 1 and 2 are bas~c fam~liariration levels, now 
numbering hundreds of individuals natton-\wde who ha\ e been exposed to 
dtsentanglement techniques and protocols 111 a cursory manner 
To this end, please make the following correet~ons: 

i. Mr. Dennis Thaute, NIMFS Enforcement, as a Level 3 
ii. Mr. Brad Smith is with the Protected Resources D~vision and a 

L.evef 2 
ili. Ms. Jamie CC'omble and Mr. Ron Antaya are both Level 2. 
IV. Ms. Janet Kcilson, Glacier Bay National Park, should be added as 

a Level 3. 
v. Mr. Don Holmes, Petersburg Marlne Mammal Center, should be 

added as a Le> el 3. 
vi. Mr. Barry Bracken, Petersburg Marine Mammal Center, should be 

added as a Level 3. 
vii. Dr. Fred Shatpc, Alaska Whale Foundation, should be added as a 

Level 4. 
viti. Ms. Chris CabneIe, Glacier Bay National Park, should be added as 

a Level it. 

3. Appendix F Stranding Xetwork Members 
Please add the foIlo\+ing to page F4 for AK Stranding Network Members: 
Dr. Rachel Dziuba, SA (new agreement holder) and Mr. Jamie King, 
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game, 109h. 

4. Chapter 3, Affected Environment. Page 3-29, Human Interactions section. 
We recommend e~ther omitting the last sentence which refers to Steller sea 
lion net entanglen-tents, or changing it to read "h'umerous cases ofStel1er 
sea lion fishery interactions are reported annually. These cases include 
animals that have swallowed hooks, flashers and lures; animals with 
packing bands around their necks; and aninlais wrapped in net or other 
fishery related material." It has come to our attention that the Alaska 
Dept. of Fish and Game has many more reports of entangled sea lions that 
currently reside in NMFS database. We plan to update and correct our 
database this summer by merging our state and federat reports. Thus, the 
number reported in the DPEIS is an inaccurate total md should be deleted 
or changed as above. 

5. ESA Species and Public Safety 
We recommend that the MMHSRP detelop a national policy regarding 
response to problem or nuisance 'TIE inditiduals that have become a threat 
to public safety. Currently, there is no authorization for lethal removal of 
such an individtial animal under the existing MMHSRP Rowles pemit. 
We recommend that provisions for Ietl~al take be considered in certain 
situations when an aggressive animal threatens public safety and we1f:arc. 
This authori/ation would be granted on a case-by-case basis after thorough 
regional and national assessineat within the agency, in addition to 
consuttations with health professionals in the stranding network. A 
private c i t i~en in Alaska recently expcricnced an unprovoked Steller sea 
lion attack and was severely jnjured as a result. Given the number of 
aggressive sea Irons reports that NbfFS AKR receives based on sea lions' 
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habituatron to humans and associations with food, this rs a scenarlo likely 
to 1-epeat itself in the future. The agency needs to be prepared for this and 
nxust develop a means to ensure human sakty. 

6. 011 Spill Response 
In Alaska, %e  recommend a sct of Regional conditions be devcioped for 
rcspondcrs. This might incittde consideration of our multiple co- 
tnarlagement agreements, consultation with whaling captains, local hire 
pro\isians for the North Slope, plans "on file" wrth personnel, equipment, 
training credentials, protocols, etc to enhance the efficiency of NMFS 
rcsponsc time. 

It is unclear from the DPEIS and existing permit ho\v TIE species are to be 
handled differently than other marine mammals ulth regard to oil spill 
response. fn addition, how do the oil spill guidelines in Appendix L 
integrate with stateiregional on-scene command structures during a spill? 

Lettcr of transm~ttal from Leathery to Rowles 
--Neither this letter nor the pennit clarify any distinctions for ESA 

species 
--The second paragraph here describes "two projects", while the attached 

permit contains three. 

Amendment 8 (pernlit) 
--Abstract. There does not seem to be any abstract here. 
--Gencral comment: Recommend consolidating all acticitres related to 

spill response (e.g., A. I .  b. 10. allows holders to take samples from oiled 
carcasses, without mention of evidentiary issues such as chain of custody, 
secondary oiling, disposition, reporting to ICS, ctc. A single spill 
response section could include such concerns). 

--Project 11-Enhancement. Established protocols have been developed 
with the FOSCs, DOT, and State of Alaska such as the State-Federal 
response plan and the Wildlife Protection Guidelines for Alaska. The 
pem~it should clarify that although this amendment conveys legal 
authority to take marine mammals in responsc actions, any such actions 
must be coordinated with and approved by the RO of NMFS and the 
FOSC beforehand. Actual protocols for hazing, collection, rehab, or 
release shoutd also be developed which advocate the least rnvasice and 
disruptive means ncccssary to achieve the desired effect. It is essential 
that the permit requires plans to be submitted to the RO before any 
response is approved. 

--Part 3. I .a., concerns conditions for any spill response (termed 
"enhancement" in the permit), rrnd states that the WGUMMF, will provide 
advice on any live animal investigative activities. What docs this mean? 
Mow tvould XMFS expect this consultation lo occur during a rcsponsc'? 

--Part 5.1 .d. refers to authorilation in A. 1 .b. 13, however there is no such 

section, and nothing beyond A. 1 .b. 12. 
--Part B.2.a.3, states that only "experienced personnei can apply and 

deploy tags by an acceptable means" What are acceptable means'! 
--Part 4.c. describes that researchers may conduct activities "as 

described in the application". What application? 
--Part 4 should be re-written to include a section dealing only 

with spill response. It might look something like this: 

u) For marine mammal response actlt lties related to 011 and 
HAZMAT responses 

1. Any hating of marine mammals nlust be approved by the C1 
atZer the responder has submitted a written plan describ~ng their 
proposed methodology and protctcols. 

2 .  any responders must meet applicable requirements of OSHA 
and the USCG regarding safety In areas of spills. 

3. any response acti\tt~es during a Federalized responsc must be 
coordinated through the RO of NMFS or the NOAA representative 
to the Regional Response Team. 

4. any animals or carcasses to be captured or catfected during a 
response shall be reported to the NMFS RO prior lo collection and 
removal. Chain of custody procedures may be required of the 
collector, and the anirnais/carcasses shall become the property of 
NMFS unless specifically authorized. 

5. any haring shall employ the least disniptive rneans to prevent a 
rnarine mammal from bccom~ng oiIed/impacted by the spill. 

6. No pre-approval of marine mammal response is authori~ed. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

Kaja &ix 
Assistant Regional Administrator 
for Protected Resources 



S Sarasota Dolphin Research Program 
A c o l w e d h E l l o r r d l h .  
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Subject: Attn: MMHSRP PEIS
Date: Wed, 30 May 2007 08:37:01 -0400

From: Tech Desk <mmsc@verizon.net>
Organization: Marine Mammal Stranding Center

To: mmhsrpeis.comments@noaa.gov

Dear Mr. Cottingham,

The efforts of NMFS to standardize the care among stranding response organizations is welcome and all of your work is
greatly appreciated.  The following are some suggestions regarding the “Policies and Best Practices: Marine Mammal
Stranding and Response, Rehabilitation and Release standards for Rehabilitation Facilities” specifically as it pertains to
pinniped rehabilitation facilities and their pool requirements.

In Section 2.1.1 the recommended standard for pools is for them to meet USDA, APHIS regulations.  These standards are
based on the adult length of the largest species housed in that pool and were developed for permanent display facilities. 
These standards would not be very practical for rehabilitation facilities like ours who handle primarily pups and juveniles of
various species that can grow to be quite large and rarely, if ever, strand in our area of response as adults.  Also, it is not
very clear whether these standards would apply to all pools used for rehabilitation or only those used for holding animals in
the final stage of care prior to their release.

I appreciate the opportunity to comment and thank you for your time and consideration.

Robert C. Schoelkopf

Director

Marine Mammal Stranding Center

PO Box 773

3625 Brigantine Blvd.

Brigantine, NJ 08203

Phone: 609-266-0538

Fax: 609-266-6300

E-mail: mmsc@verizon.net

Web: www.marinemammalstrandingcenter.org

1 of 1 5/30/2007 9:00 AM

Attn: MMHSRP PEIS
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P.O. Box 269 • 120 Main Street • Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts • 02532-0269 
Phone:  508 743-9888 • Fax:  508 759-5477 • nmlc@nmlc.org • http://www.nmlc.org 

      30 May 2007 

Mr. David Cottingham, Chief 
Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Conservation Division 
Office of Protected Resources, National Marine Fisheries Service 
1315 East-West Highway, Room 13635 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 

Dear Mr. Cottingham, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Marine Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program 
Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement.  The document is thorough and thoughtful, and 
clearly represents a great deal of positive effort on the part of MMHSRP program staff to support and 
improve the stranding network. 

I fully support adoption of the preferred alternatives. 
* Alternative A4 – to implement final Stranding Agreement criteria, use a new SA template, and include 
current and future activities. 
* Alternative B3 – to transport chemically euthanized carcasses offsite when possible and practical. 
* Alternative C3 – to issue new Stranding Agreements, continue rehabilitation activities, and implement 
Rehabilitation Facility Standards. 
* Alternative D3 – to issue new Stranding Agreements, continue release activities, and implement Release 
Criteria.
* Alternative E3 – to continue current activities of the Disentanglement Network on the east coast, to 
continue with modifications the Disentanglement Network on the west coast, and to implement 
Disentanglement Guidelines and training prerequisites. 
* Alternative F3 – to issue a new ESA/MMPA permit to include current and future biomonitoring and 
research activities. 

In order to facilitate organizations meeting and maintaining Rehabilitation Facility Standards and all other 
standards and activities recommended in the preferred alternatives, I urge NOAA to continue and expand the 
John H. Prescott Rescue Assistance Grant Program.  The Prescott Grant Program has been responsible for 
many improvements in marine mammal stranding response, rehabilitation, and release.  Additionally, the 
Prescott Grant Program is responsible for significant advances in science that continue to improve our 
knowledge of marine wildlife health and how that relates to oceans and human health. 

Thank you for considering these comments. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn A. Zagzebski 
President & Executive Director 
kzagzebski@nmlc.org 

THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
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May 30, 2007 

David Cottingham, Chief 
Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Division 
NMFS 1315 East-West Highway 
Silver Spring, MD 20910-3226 

Dear Mr. Cottingham, 

I am writing on behalf of the New England Aquarium, a stranding agreement holder in the 
Northeast region, to provide feedback on the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement for the Marine Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program.  We support NOAA 
in your efforts to develop standards for the national marine mammal stranding and 
disentanglement networks.  We appreciate the effort that has gone into these documents and are 
grateful for the opportunity to provide comments.   

Of great significance are Section 2.1.1.3 Stranding Agreement and Response Alternatives.  We 
reject Alternative A1 and A5 primarily because the risk to public safety is too great.  If trained 
authorized personnel do not respond to injured or distressed marine mammals the public will take 
matters into their own hands as we have seen in the past.  We also reject Alternative A3 and A2 
on the grounds that they lack standardization and guidelines for the national network.  We 
endorse Alternative A4 and support NOAA in their goal to offer guidelines, minimum criteria and 
standardization for network participants.  

Although we support NOAA’s development of a Policies and Best Practices Manual, we are 
concerned that there are countless items throughout that add new or increased responsibilities 
onto stranding organizations.  We are very supportive of the cooperative relationship that we have 
enjoyed for years with NOAA, but the constant addition of new requirements in reporting, 
inspection, training, etc. add additional strain to organizations that have minimal staff, funding, 
and time and that cover a huge area of coastline and a large number of stranding responses each 
year.   

Specific Comments on the draft National Stranding Agreement Template

1. Article III section B & C. The language in the NOAA deliverables section is quite 
different from the language used in the Stranding Agreement Participant section. The 
NOAA deliverables section includes the phrase “as needed and as available,” while in the 
Participant deliverables section the wording changes dramatically to the participant “shall 
bear all expenses.”  While it is appropriate to clarify the financial liability, we believe 
NOAA should cover the cost, if one exists, of all Level B or C data they request.  
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Alternatively, the language could be changed to closely match the NOAA section; for 
example: “as needed and as funds are available”.   

2. Article II section B lists the NMFS responsibilities. It would be helpful to the Stranding 
Agreement Participants to understand the experience level and qualifications of the 
NOAA employees in its region.  Stranding Participants are all required to provide such 
information and it seems prudent the NOAA agree to do the same.   

3. Article II, section C, part 4 states that the stranding participant shall bear any and all 
expenses incurred with the taking, collection, or other activities pursuant to this 
agreement.  NMFS may be able to support costs associated with specific analysis and 
additional requests as funds are available and authorized. 

This section should clarify that these activities do not include the towing of large whales. 
We also suggest that the language reflect the fact that activities will be based on the 
financial resources of the Stranding Participant.  If the Stranding Participant does not 
have the resources available then the samples cannot be collected, shipped, or analyzed.  
Language used in the NMFS responsibility section such as “as resources are available” 
would be appropriate here. 

4. Article V, section B1, part f states that the stranding participants “shall prohibit the public 
display and training for the performance of stranded rehabilitating marine mammals as 
required by 50 CFR 216.27 (c) (5).  This includes any aspect of a program involving 
interaction with the public.” 

We feel that the sentence, “This includes any aspect of a program involving interaction  
with the public” should be clarified and the terms defined.  As it stands this would  
eliminate many highly effective yet non-detrimental education programs currently in  
progress.  It would significantly impact many facilities that have free visitation programs  
to their rehabilitation centers. 

Specific Comments on the Evaluation Criteria for a Marine Mammal Stranding 
Agreement (New Applicants and Renewals)

1. Section 2.1 General Evaluation Criteria for Articles III, IV, and V Authorization 
section 10.  This section states that a prospective SA must apprentice under a SA 
holder for a minimum of three years.  We suggest that NOAA assign a number of 
rehabilitation cases to meet the minimum requirements rather then length of time.  

2. Section 3.2 states that key personnel are required to have necropsy experience, but 
this seems unnecessary if level B and C data is only collected “if possible” as is 
stated in this section.  If necropsies are not required, why is necropsy experience 
for staff? 

3. Section 4.2 Qualifications for Article IV Authorization section f.  Although it 
states that this qualification is “preferred but not required” it should be removed 
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since mass strandings are limited to only a few geographical locations throughout 
the nation. 

4. Section 5.2 Qualifications for Article V Authorization section 1 c.  “Experience in 
a supervisory role” should be defined.  Does this mean supervising volunteers and 
interns during husbandry care or supervising the rehabilitation case? 

Specific Comments on Standards for Cetacean Rehabilitation Facilities

1. Section 1.1 Facilities, Housing and Space
In the paragraph on unweaned neonate cetaceans, if the rehabilitation facility is 
considering permanent care, they should also provide an updated staffing plan to 
NOAA since an unweaned cetacean would likely require 24-hour care for weeks 
or months. 

2. Section 1.6.1 Diets and Food Preparation.  Bullet three states, “Diets reviewed by 
a nutritionist and the attending veterinarian.”  This request seems excessive.  Most 
facilities do not have a nutritionist on staff, even the large facilities like the New 
England Aquarium.  It should be enough that the attending veterinarian and the 
biologists evaluate and calculate the diets.  Requiring that a nutritionist review all 
the diets may prove to be prohibitively costly for the majority of the rehabilitation 
centers when the husbandry and veterinary staff can manage this. 

3. Section 1.6.6. Feed Records, Minimum Standard bullet three states that a girth 
measurement must be obtained weekly on cetacean rehabilitation candidates.
While this may be okay in the beginning stages of rehabilitation, weekly captures 
in later stages are excessive.  Every other week would be more appropriate with 
cetaceans in the later stages of rehabilitation.

4. Section 1.7.1 Veterinary Experience states that veterinarians be available to assess 
animals during mass stranding events. This should be clarified.  In many smaller 
events veterinarians are often not on site but consulting via phone.  We 
acknowledge that in some regions Participants often act on their own accord with 
limited or in the absence of veterinary oversight.  Wording needs to provide direct 
guidance for these groups but should also not cripple more responsible mass 
stranding responders who work consistently under the direction of veterinarians. 
Under RECOMMENDED for that section is states the vet be a full time employee 
or contracted veterinarian of record at facilities managing ten or more cetacean 
cases per year. This does not clarify if that included live and dead animals or just 
live?  If the latter then this requirement could prove prohibitive for smaller 
facilities with traditionally low cetacean numbers. Section 2.7.1 in the Pinniped 
section also recommends that the vet consult with the vet on record at facilities 
managing over 50 pinniped cases per year. Does this included dead animals?  If 
not this seems to go against NMFS new direction of making difficult decisions. 
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5. Section 1.7.2 Veterinary Program section, Minimum Standards.  This section 
taxes the veterinarians with a lot of paperwork that seems excessive, particularly 
bullet two, which requires a review of Standard Operating Procedures every six 
months.  One time per year is sufficient.  Smaller facilities or those not associated 
with a larger park or Zoo have contracted veterinarians who have another full 
time job in private practice.  While we strongly support veterinary oversight we 
also think the demands on the veterinarian’s time should be reasonable and 
focused on animal health and direct animal care. Non-veterinarians can perform 
some of the tasks listed here. 

6. Section 1.9.1 Record Keeping: Bullet 13 states that medical records should be 
available for NMFS review upon request.  It should be clarified that this statement 
does not mean that NMFS is able to retain copies of the medical files or 
diagnostic results, because these are level B and C data and are owned by the 
Participant.  This should be modeled after the AFIS regulations where regular 
inspections and reviews take place but AFIS does not retain copies.  An agent 
visits the facility and reviews the documents in house.  Bullet 14 states that 
medical records must be kept on site for a minimum of 15 years.  It should be 
clarified if this means hard copies or computer copies. Computer copies can be 
kept more easily, whereas hard copy storage may be problematic.  If this refers to 
hard copies then ten years on site or fifteen years at a secured storage area should 
be sufficient.  (This is restated in the Pinniped section). 

7. Section 1.14 Training and Deconditioning Behaviors states the staff veterinarian 
should evaluate the benefits of training.  We recommend that a person with at 
least three years of operant conditioning with cetaceans be consulted regarding 
the training plan and the plan for deconditioning. Phone consult would be 
sufficient before, during and prior to the deconditioning.   Many marine mammal 
trainers will provide support free of charge. 

Specific Comments on Release Criteria 

8. Section 3.8 Marking for Individual Identification of Cetaceans prior to Release.  
This section suggests three forms of identification prior to release.  One of these is 
non-invasive while the other two are invasive.  We are concerned about freeze 
branding and whether this is really necessary with a dorsal or satellite tag in 
place?



Subject: ATTN: MMHSRP PEIS
Date: Wed, 30 May 2007 20:05:37 -0400

From: Rob DiGiovanni <rdigiovanni@riverheadfoundation.org>
To: mmhsrpeis.comments@noaa.gov

CC: rdigiovanni@riverheadfoundation.org

Dear Mr. Cottingham,

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft EIS
statement. These comments refer to the Interim policies and best practices,
Marine Mammal Stranding Response, Rehabilitation and Release.

I feel that the guidelines outlined in this document are acceptable as long
as they remain guidelines and do not become regulations. The major issues I
have are the discrepancies between the minimum and recommended standards. I
do not understand how they relate and how they would be weighted if they
became regulations. I feel most facilities will aspire to meet the minimum
standards and improve their facilities. However, if the recommended
guidelines become regulations this would require an additional upgrade
coupled with an increase the cost of conducting rehabilitation. These
upgrades would require and additional source of funding not able to be
covered under the current John H. Prescott Rescue Assistance Grant Program.
Currently the only way to fund moderate upgrades is through this grant
program. Unfortunately if these funds are diverted from general operational
support our programs will not be able to meet our obligations operationally.
As the cap for funding is $100,000 (and we currently do not have enough
funding to support the existing program proposals) when the burden of
upgrade is added, funding will fall short.

A couple of examples of where costs of general operations will increase
without any increase in animals recovered are as follows. By increasing the
coliform sampling regime for rehabilitation tanks to a weekly cycle lab
costs for facilities that maintain individual pools for each animal would
rise to $70,000 a year at current prices. When looking at staffing
requirements under the proposed guidelines, if we were to maintain 24-hour
care, staffing costs would more than double at the current rate. The
doubling in staff cost would not be able to be absorbed if Prescott Grant
Funding is not increased significantly.
Another concern is that over the year’s marine mammal stranding facilities
have seen major changes and shifts in numbers and species composition of
stranded animals. This would require our facility and many others to make
changes in the life support system and staffing levels in addition to our
five-year upgrade plan. For example, our facility does not currently
rehabilitate pups but if pupping starts occurring in our region there would
be a costs associated with modifying the facility to comply with the new
regulations. Although we do meet the guidelines set forth to deal with
current strandings it is the increase in strandings and rare occurrences
that cause concerns. Another general comment is that all references to tank
diameters and dimensions should be based on actual animal size being
rehabilitated in that tank and not the average adult length. These changes
assume that animals will not be in the facilities during construction and
operations will be conducted offsite. Another problem associated with these
upgrades is related to the continuous operations of the rescue program. If
facility upgrades cannot be timed to coincide with a decrease in the number
of animals, alternate housing would need to be secured. It would be helpful
to have NMFS facilitate  a coordinated plan, based on their need assessment
throughout each region, to upgrade facilities  so as not to create a
response void.

Section 1.1 Facilities, housing and space
The statement “prior to receiving an unweaned cetacean calf for
rehabilitation, facility personnel must submit a plan to the NMFS regional
coordinator which will include options and timeline for decisions regarding
disposition” should be clarified whether that means receiving from another
facility or picking it up from the beach, as most assessment would be done
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ATTN: MMHSRP PEIS

upon arrival at the facility. It should be modified to “shortly after
receiving an unweaned cetacean calf for rehabilitation, facility personnel
must submit a plan to the NMFS regional coordinator which will include
options and timeline for decisions regarding disposition”

Section 1.1.1 Space requirements for pool, bay, or ocean pens
The statement “pools shall have a minimum horizontal dimension of 9.75
meters (32 feet) or two times the average adult length of the largest
species in the pool, whichever is greater” should be changed to “pools shall
have a minimum horizontal dimension of 9.14 meters (30 feet) or two times
the actual length of the largest species in the pool, whichever is greater”

Section 1.1.4 Critical Care Animals and Calves
The statement “control air temperature above the pool between 50 – 80°F when
appropriate to facilitate recovery” should refer to the environmental
parameters encountered by the species undergoing rehabilitation.

Section 1.3.2. Frequency of testing in closed, semi-open or open systems
The statement “maintain records for tests with time, level and results –
reviewed and signed monthly by the attending veterinarian” should add “or a
husbandry care specialist”

Section 1.6.1 Diets and Food Preparation
The statement “diets reviewed by a nutritionist and the attending
veterinarian” should be altered to “diets reviewed by a nutritionist,
attending veterinarian or animal care specialist”

Section 2.1.1 Pool requirements
The statement “facilities where numerous pinnipeds are rehabilitated
consistently each year should be equipped with at last one pool and haul-out
area that meets APHIS standards for at least one adult of that species where
one or more per year strands as adults” should be altered to “facilities
where numerous pinnipeds are rehabilitated consistently each year should be
equipped with at last one pool and haul-out area that meets APHIS standards
for at least one adult of the species when the average of occurrence
increases to one or more per year.

Thank you for you consideration in this matter.

Robert A. DiGiovanni Jr.

Director / Senior Biologist
Riverhead Foundation for Marine
Research and Preservation
467 East Main Street
Riverhead NY 11901
Office: (631)369-9840
Fax:    (631)369-9826
Hotline:(631)369-9829
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BRISTOL BAY NATIVE ASSOCIATION
PO Box 310

Dillingham, Alaska 99576-0310
Tel: (907) 842-5257
Fax: (907) 842-5932 

        May 31, 2007 

Mr. David Cottingham 
Chief, Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Conservation Division 
Office of Protected Resources 
National Marine Mammal Fisheries Service 
1315 East-West Highway 
Room 13635 
Silver Spring, MD  20910 

ATTN:  MMHSRP PEIS 

On behalf of the Qayassiq Walrus Commission, and the Bristol Bay Marine Mammal Council, 
we thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement (DPEIS) on the ‘Rehabilitation and Release of Marine Mammals.’ I also work for the 
Bristol Bay Native Association’s Marine Mammal Program which serves thirty (30) federally 
recognized tribal/village councils from Togiak to the Nushagak Bay and Nushagak River 
watershed communities, the Lake Iliamna sub-region, the Naknek area, and the Alaska Peninsula 
Region to Ivanoff Bay area.

The Bristol Bay and the Alaska Peninsula coastal and inland communities totally rely heavily on 
Alaska Native traditional harvest of the food resources which include marine mammals (bearded 
seals, ringed seals, spotted seals, harbor seals, beluga whales, Steller sea lions, Northern sea 
otters, and walrus).  The marine mammals are an integral part of the culture and economy in 
Native communities and have been since time immemorial. Traditionally, Native hunters have 
never looked to just one of these species for sustenance and still do not today.  Native 
communities depend on everything the marine ecosystem can provide including seabirds, 
waterfowl, salmon, herring, clams, and other shellfish species found in the marine environment.  
The Alaska Native way of life consists of a year-round cycle in harvesting the marine mammals, 
seabirds, waterfowl eggs, salmon, herring, smelts, hooligans, Northern pike, whitefish, Dolly 
varden, trout, Arctic char, blackfish, tomcod fish, herring eggs, clams and other shellfish.  
Hunting for large land animals, trapping for furbearing animals, and gathering edible berries, 
plants, and medicinal plants is part of the Native way of life.  There are oral traditional Native 
customs, values, and ways the hunters and gatherers adhere to continue to be provided by 
Mother Nature.  For example, Alaska Native people were taught by their ancestors to treat the 
land and the sea they harvested from with respect; to get only what they needed and leaving 
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enough eggs, fish, and animals behind so more will be available next season. This is still a part 
of conserving the natural resources by the Alaska Native people. The Alaska Native people were 
taught not to leave the place where they harvested traditional foods disturbed and messy.  They 
were taught to properly dispose of unedible animal parts either to designated land and sea areas.  
Today, hunt captains have a process they go by in screening their hunt crew to ensure a 
successful harvest by abiding by the Alaska Native traditions.  One of the practices, the Alaska 
Native’s was taught was not to play or treat animals disrespectfully.  This is one of the reasons, 
the majority of Alaska Native communities do not support some of the Western scientists, and 
institutions research projects.  The animals are not to be touched or played with was one of the 
traditional Alaska Native customs, otherwise if the hunter hunted, slowly, the animals or game 
he hunted will eventually become scarce.  These very important Alaska Native traditions or 
customs need to be respected by researchers. Cooperatively working with the respected 
communities of any proposed projects need to be presented to the village council’s for their 
approval.  One of Bristol Bay Native Association’s goals is to build local capacity. One 
information and or way of doing this is to hire local people to provide expertise in a project 
because they are knowledgeable about their environment and their traditional hunting areas. A 
simple courtesy can go a long ways. 

The main concerns I would like to address include release of marine mammals after they have 
been rehabilitated; freeze branding or marking marine mammals for research purposes; and 
prescribing medicines to marine mammals.  My other comment will be recommendations of this 
Program to conduct statewide/regional marine mammal stranding workshops in coastal Alaskan 
sub-regional hub communities in the Bristol Bay, and the Alaska Peninsula. 

Release of Marine Mammals After Rehabilitation
We do not support releasing marine mammals after they have been rehabilitated to a different 
area than from where they originally came from.  One of the Bristol Bay Marine Mammals 
concern is if the Alaska SeaLife Center or agencies rehabilitating a marine mammal, and releases 
it to a different location than where it originally came from, various diseases, parasites, and new 
illnesses can be spread to the marine mammals and other marine resources.  The recommended 
process for agencies that rehabilitate marine mammals from communities is to work with the 
local village council where the call originated from.  The Alaska Native traditions is if a baby 
marine mammal is observed, do not touch it thinking it is orphaned, because usually the mother 
is nearby feeding and sometimes they feed up to a day.  The majority of coastal communities 
recommend leaving the orphaned baby animal alone, and let nature take care of it.  An 
educational flyer needs to be made about observing marine mammals that may be orphaned, 
stranded or ill and be sent to all Alaskan coastal communities.  I have received some calls from 
Bristol Bay communities of marine mammals thinking they were orphaned, and they went ahead 
and called, for example, the Alaska SeaLife Center, or the local National Wildlife Refuge offices 
without contacting the local village or traditional councils.  The recommended procedure is if a 
call is made to, for example, the Alaska SeaLife Cent to rehabilitate a baby animal, contact the 
village council.  Find out who the Village Council President or Vice-President is and follow their 
recommendations.  If they approve to have the animal rehabilitated, then the person can also 
contact their regional Native Association marine mammal program, the Refuge, and Fish & 
Game offices to cooperatively rehabilitate the animal upon approval of the Council.  These types 
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of protocols need to be developed.

Freeze Branding or Marking of Marine Mammals
Another procedure that researchers, federal and state agencies have conducted is 
branding/marking marine mammal’s skin and hides for research tracking purposes.  This was a 
revocation of the federal trust responsibility between the Alaska Natives and the Federal 
Government.  The main Federal Trust Responsibility between the Federal Government and the 
Alaska Natives is to protect their traditional way of life to ensure it will continue on into the 
millenium and beyond.  This includes harvesting marine mammals for food, to use the fur for 
parkas, hats, and hide for footwear or for covering the traditional qayaq or boat.  These so called 
freezed branding or marking of Sea lions was done without the permission of the local coastal 
Alaska Native people that traditionally harvest seals.  There have been studies done by so 
Western science ‘experts’ including marine mammal population trends, genetic research and 
collecting skin samples.  These are good as long as the marine mammal is not ‘played’ with 
meaning, treating the animal disrespectfully.  Some of the marine mammal studies have 
concluded a decline in various species.  One of the reason is Alaska Native traditional customs 
are not being adhered to which includes ‘freeze branding or marking any animals in the sea, the 
land, and any location they haulout at.  Thus, a population of an animal can misteriously decline, 
or in the Alaska Native culture, an animal can become scarce for an unknown reason.  These are 
important Native traditional advice to consider before Western scientists touch the animals eaten. 
Just like the beef rib-eye steaks eaten in the lower ’48 and relished by a majority of Americans, 
coastal Alaska Natives relish and cherish their seal oil, dried seal meat, and traditional delicacies 
that cannot be replaced by damaged or spoiled goods.  Therefore, we do not support any freeze 
branding or marking of any marine mammals in coastal Alaskan waters.  It would be beneficial 
for researchers and scientists to contact local Alaska Native Organizations or Village Councils or 
Traditional Councils or IRA’s to present them with any proposed research projects including 
marking, tagging, sampling of any animals. 

Prescribing and/or Injecting Medicines to Marine Mammals
Another concern of the Bristol Bay Marine Mammal Council, the Qayassiq Walrus Commission, 
and Bristol Bay communities is researchers prescribing or injecting medication to marine 
mammals while in the field.  The hunters want to ensure the marine mammals they harvest are 
healthy and drug free, as well as disease free.  They understand and trust agencies which get 
samples of marine mammals in their area, that the animals will be analyzed and results will be 
send back to their communities in a timely manner.  Due to the high cost of fuel, and oil, the 
majority of the hunters are staying out longer until they harvest marine mammals.  For example, 
for the Dillingham walrus hunt, it costs approximately $ 6,000 to traditionally harvest walrus at 
Round Island. The hunt captain and crew will try to get their quota of four walrus.  The walrus 
will be brought back to Dillingham and will be shared with the surrounding Nushagak Bay 
communities. The value of hunting a healthy animal is essential for the survival of several 
communities in Bristol Bay.  We want to continue to hunt and harvest healthy marine mammals 
and know they are drug free. 
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Other Recommendations
I am enclosing the Bristol Bay Native Association’s Policy Guidelines for Research In Bristol 
Bay, Alaska adoped by the BBNA Board of Directors for your information.   

For further information on the communities served by the Bristol Bay Native Association, you 
may connect to the following BBNA web link site at:  http://www.bbna.com/who.htm.

Thank you for considering our public programmatic EIS comments and we look forward in 
working with you in the future. 

Sincerely,

Bristol Bay Native Association 

Helen M. Chythlook 
Marine Mammal Coordinator 

Enclosure:  Bristol Bay Native Association Policy Guidelines for Research in Bristol Bay 
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BRISTOL BAY NATIVE ASSOCIATION 
POLICY GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH IN BRISTOL BAY 

The following principles, adopted by the BBNA Board of Directors, are consistent with 
those adopted by the Alaska Federation of Natives in May of 1993 and shall serve as 
guidelines for scientific research in the Bristol Bay region. 

Alaska Natives in Bristol Bay share with the scientific community an interest in learning 
more about the history and culture of our societies. The best scientific and ethical 
standards are obtained when Alaska Natives are directly involved in research 
conducted in our communities and in studies where the findings have a direct impact on 
Native populations. 

BBNA recommends to public and private institutions that conduct or support research 
among Alaska Natives in Bristol Bay that they include a standard category of funding in 
their projects to ensure Native participation. BBNA recommends all scientists and 
researchers who plan to conduct studies among Alaska Natives in Bristol Bay to comply 
with the following principles: 

Advise Native people who are to be affected by the study of the purpose, goals 
and timeframe of the research, the data-gathering techniques, and the positive 
and negative implications of the research. 

Obtain the informed consent of the appropriate governing body, village or tribal 
council through a letter of support or the resolution process. 

Hire and train Native people to assist in the study with the intent to building 
capacity for Native-led research. 

Guarantee confidentiality of surveys and sensitive material. 

Honor the contributions of Native participants by compensating them for their 
time, intellectual property and involvement. 

Respect the culture and traditions of affected communities. 

Use Native language in communities where English is the second language. 

Provide the affected Native communities with the opportunity to comment on 
research reports before a final draft is released. 

Include Native viewpoints and acknowledge the contributions of Native resources 
and people in final publications. 

Inform affected parties and villages in a summary and in non-technical language 
of the major findings of the study. 

Provide copies of studies to the local library, villages, agencies and other 
affected organizations. 
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Subject: Comments on draft rehab standards
Date: Thu, 31 May 2007 09:39:12 -0700

From: "Dr. Felicia B. Nutter" <felicia_nutter@hotmail.com>
To: mmhsrpeis.comments@noaa.gov

Comments on Interim Policies and Best Practices Marine Mammal Stranding Response, Rehabilitation,
and Release: Standards for Rehabilitation Facilities<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns =
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />

Chapter 2 – Standards for Pinniped Rehabilitation Facilities

Throughout this document, suggest that “at the discretion of the attending veterinarian” be applied to many if
not all of the minimum standards.  Many situations arise during medical treatment and rehabilitation of stranded
marine mammals where it might actually be detrimental to their recovery to follow the standards.  For example,
activity and access to water may need to be severely limited for animals with fractures.  

1.0 Facilities, housing, and space

Due to variations amongst the most commonly rehabilitated species, their growth rates, and varying sizes at
different life stages and age classes, standards for space requirements should be based on the individual animal
housed at any given time, and not generalized on measurements of adults of the same species.  

p 26, line 5:  Suggest that the temperature range of 60-80F is too narrow and unrealistic.  The range should be
the same as pinniped species are exposed to in the wild, with protection from extremes of heat and cold.  

1.1 Pool requirements and 1.2 Dry resting area

As stated in 9CFR3.110 (revised January 1, 2005), Sec 3.110(b) 

Holding facilities used only for medical treatment and medical training need not meet the minimum space
requirements as outlined in Sec 3.104.  Holding of a marine mammal in a medical treatment or medical
training enclosure that does not meet minimum space requirements for periods longer than 2 weeks must be
noted in the animal’s medical record and the attending veterinarian must provide justification in the animal’s
medical record.  If holding in such enclosures for medical treatment and/or medical training is to last longer
than 2 weeks, such extension must be justified in writing by the attending veterinarian on a weekly basis.
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Since the USDA-APHIS standards make a specific exception for medical treatment, and since rehabilitation
facilities are by definition providing medical treatment, there should be no requirement for rehabilitation
facilities to meet the same USDA-APHIS standards for marine mammal housing for long-term/display
facilities.  The exception for medical treatment should remain.

To reduce paperwork, particularly in high-volume rehabilitation centers, we suggest that an exception be made
to the required weekly written justification for holding animals under medical treatment.  Holding in
appropriate facilities for medical care should be permitted until the rehabilitated animals are deemed healthy for
release by the attending veterinarian.  

Veterinary discretion should apply to all pool dimensions, not just surface area of the pool, as written in the
recommended standards.

1.2 Dry Resting Area

The description of how to calculate dry resting area is confusing to read.  We suggest that a table be prepared,
based on body length, for the required surface area.  This table could be similar to the one for cetaceans in
9CFR3.104, which is based on body length and not on species.  

1.6 Air Temperature

Please clarify whether the proposed minimum standard applies to indoor facilities only.  For outdoor
rehabilitation facilities, there is no practical way to control ambient air temperature.  

Suggest that if protection from extremes of heat and cold are provided, such as access to heating pads, shelters,
shade, water spray, etc., the holding of animals in such areas should be at the discretion of the attending
veterinarian.  

1.7 Housing for Critical Care Animals

The language in section 1.7 is more generally appropriate for ambient conditions:  provide shelter from
extremes of heat or cold, and provide heat as appropriate for animals held in cold climates.

Please clarify what “appropriate in size” means for individual dry haul out space or individual enclosures.  

Providing a structurally separate quarantine facility for all incoming animals in not necessarily appropriate or
feasible.  If there is adequate separation between portions of a structure and between animals, that should
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suffice.

1.8 Housing of Pups

Housing arrangements should be at the discretion of the attending veterinarian and/or trained husbandry staff. 
In many situations, paired or group housing of young animals helps to decrease stress.  

Raised platforms (in both section 1.8 and 1.9) are not appropriate, as animals in the wild often haul out and
sleep on hard, cold surfaces.  Dry resting areas may be appropriate and necessary for critically ill animals, but
should be at the discretion of the attending veterinarian.  

1.11 Housekeeping

Requiring enrichment items to be non-porous and cleanable excludes most if not all natural items, such as kelp,
driftwood, etc.  Suggest that if items are not porous and easily cleaned, that they be disposable and not shared
between pens or pools, e.g. used for only one animal or group of animals.  

1.12 <?xml:namespace prefix = st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" />Pest Control

Preventing contact between rehabilitating animals and all wild animals (i.e. birds, small rodents, insects) is not
feasible, particularly for outdoor facilities.  Control is appropriate.  

2.7 Water Temperature

Holding water temperature within the normal habitat range is not feasible, nor is it necessary for short-term
rehabilitation.  Suggest that this be changed to “protect from extremes of heat and cold,” as in other sections.  

3.1 Prevention of Animal to Animal Disease Transmission

Individual quarantine of all animals is not necessary or appropriate.  Please insert language indicating that batch
quarantine is permitted and appropriate, as animals are often admitted in groups during seasons.

Eye shields or safety glasses are not necessary or appropriate.  Suggest changing this to the provision of
eye-wash stations, and the option for personnel to wear shields or glasses at their discretion.  

3.3 Prevention of wild animal to marine mammal transmission of disease
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It is not practical to build perimeter fencing that will prevent all wildlife from entering the premises.  Suggest
deter instead of prevent.  

Similarly, it is not practical or even desirable to build net pens that will keep all wildlife (i.e. fish) from coming
into contact with rehab animals.  

3.6 Methods to reduce spread of disease from animals housed in open sea/bay pen systems

Placing a second set of perimeter nets 30 feet from the pens is not practical nor always desirable.  

We suggest that placing pens 1000 m from storm drains is not practical (i.e. run-off from building roofs, etc.,
can be considered storm drains).  Limit this requirement to sewage outfall.  

Daily coliform testing for net pens is not practical.  Pens may be located in remote areas where testing cannot
be carried out, and it is also not feasible to control the coliform count in open water areas.  

3.7 Evaluation requirements before placing marine mammals together

Obtaining full bloodwork, cultures, etc., is neither practical nor appropriate in all cases.  For example, diseases
such as leptospirosis, which is endemic in certain wild populations, can be presumed present in certain groups
of animals, and they can be housed together appropriately without extensive preliminary testing.  

Please clarify the meaning of contingeny plan.  Is this a treatment plan for the various conditions listed? 
Housing plan?  Please also clarify which diseases are reportable for marine mammals, and to which agency. 
CDC?  WHO?  OIE?  USDA?  Suggest that a table would be helpful.  

3.8 Zoonotic considerations

This section is very vague.  All pinniped handling may result in exposure to potentially zoonotic pathogens.  So
does all handling, including beach rescues, require full protective gear?  

5.0 Food, Handling, and Preparation

Suggest check of wild pinniped foraging literature, as there are many reports that pinnipeds will forage and then
haul out for several days.  
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5.1 Food Storage and Thawing

If daily food intake is recorded per animal or per group, then kCals consumed can be calculated if/when
necessary from the medical records.  Requiring daily calculation is adding unnecessary work.  

Suggest that the composition of each diet routinely used be calculated.  

Fish supplies maintain composition analysis records for each batch.  It is not necessary for each facility to
replicate that work.  

5.6 Feed records

Daily feed records cannot be maintained for individuals when they are housed in groups.  Group records can be
maintained, and together with daily husbandry notes and weekly records of weight provide sufficient indication
of individual animal consumption.

Please indicate that food can be weighed before and after feeding to individuals or groups.  

6.1 Veterinary Experience

It is not possible for an attending veterinarian to certify that animals are likely to survive, or that they are free
from known communicable diseases.  We do not test for all known communicable diseases, so we cannot
certify that animals are free from them.  For example, E. coli is a potentially communicable pathogen, and all
animals certainly have E.coli.   Suggest that a more appropriate standard is that animals must be free from
clinical signs of disease, able to swim and dive, and free feed.  

6.2 Veterinary Program

Suggest that annual review of SOPs is sufficient.

Please clarify what constitutes a health and safety plan.  Is a preventative health program required for all
staff/personnel?  

7.0 Laboaratory Tests and Frequency of Testing

Suggest that one blood sample and CBC/serum chemistry is sufficient, as admit and release exams may be the
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same in many cases.  Additional testing should be at the discretion of the attending veterinarian.  

Measuring girth is not practical in all cases, for example when manual restraint of large animals is used for
exams.  Most formulas are based on length and weight, so standard length and weekly weights should be
sufficient.  Suggest that girth measurements be recommended but not required.  

Suggest that complete necropsies performed within 72 hours are sufficient, and that 24 hours is not practical.  

Suggest that histopathology on select tissues is at the discretion of the attending veterinarian, as for cultures and
other diagnostic sampling.  

Please clarify which disease are reportable for marine mammals (see notes above), and also which disease
require notification to NMFS.  

Release should be at the discretion of the attending veterinarian.  Advance notice to NMFS is not always
practical nor in the best interest of the animal, e.g. animals very stressed by captivity.  

For recommended standards, frequency of blood sampling beyond the single collection should be at the
discretion of the attending veterinarian.  

Please explain the utility of banking the buffy coat.  Suggest that it be performed on selected animals only
subject to utility.  

8.1 Record Keeping

Under recommended record keeping: 

Please define the set of standard morphometric measurements that should be collected and include a suggested
recording format.

Suggest that obtaining photographic documentation of all animals is not practical and of questionable utility. 
Animals with distinguishing markings, or other unusual features could be documented.    
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Please see the previous comments on determining the daily caloric intake for each animal.  This is not practical
and of questionable utility, particularly in high volume centers.  If caloric value of commonly used diets is
calculated, and then minimum intakes are set based on weight, that should be sufficient.  Additional
calculations should be at the discretion of the attending veterinarian.  

Daily weighing of pups is too stressful and results in too much handling.  Suggest that weekly weight be
required, more frequently at the discretion of the attending veterinarian.  

8.2 Data Collection

Please define “real time accessible compiled comparative data.”  

Felicia B. Nutter, DVM, PhD
Staff Veterinarian
The Marine Mammal Center
1065 Fort Cronkhite
Marin Headlands
Sausalito, CA 94965
NutterF@tmmc.org
415 289 7346 Office
www.tmmc.org
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United Stares Department of the Interior -4 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY , -w 

Warh~ngron, DC 20240 TAKE PRIDE" 
'NAMERICa 

JUN 1 3 2007 

In Reply Refer To: . , 

ER 071332 

I ,  ' 
Dr. David Cottingham 
Chief, Marine Mammal a~id Sea Tu~lle Conservation Division 
Aitn: MMIlSRP DPElS 
Office of Protected Resources National Marine Fisheries Service 
13 15 East-West Highway 
Silver Spnng, Maryland 20910 

Dear Dr. Cottingliam: 
, . 

The Department of the lntenor has revie\ved the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) for the Marine Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program (MMHSRP). 
The noticc of availability for this Draft Programmabc EIS was published by the Environmental 
Protection Agency in the Federal Regisrer on March 16. 2007 (72 FR 1261 1). 

The Depdrnent has received comments from the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) in response 
to our revlcw request. With ths exception of section 408. thc MMHSRP is a program created 
and implemental. a s  authorized under the Marine Mammal Protection Act. by the Secretary of 
Commerce. Therefore, lor the most pan, this Draft Programmatic EIS rerers to management of 
ma~ine mammals under thelurisdiction of thc National Marine Fisheries Service. i . ~ . ,  cctaccans 
and pinnipcds (except the walrus). Accordingly, the Department's commcnts are limited to those 
involving marine ~namrnals under the management jurisd~ction of the Secretary of the Interior: 
i e ,  manatees. sca otters. walruses, and polar bears and. those actions that overlap with the FWS 
management regimes. Our comments are provided in the enclosure. 

We appreciate the oppoflunity to provide thcsc comments and hope that they prove to be uscful. 
If yon lha>e any questions regarding specific technical issues in these comments, please direct 
them to 1hc Fish and Wildlife Sewice's Martin Rodis. Chief. Bwlch of Rcsource Management 
Support. at (703) 358-2161. Fo~.all other questions, you may coutact Ken Havran in the Office 
oTEns~ronmental Pol~cy and Compl~a~ice at (202) 20 -71 16. 

d.$!, 44' 
Willie R. Taylo~ ' 
Director 
Oftice of Eiivironmental Poltcy 

and Compliance 

tnzlosure 
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Enclosure 

Department nfthe Interior's Comments on the Draft Programmatic EIS for the Marine 
Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program 

Qa~ter  1 I'urpose and Need for the Pronosed Action. To be all inclusive. the Department 
recommends tlle following additions to the second 11111 paragraph on page 1-1 0 concerning 

undcr the Convention on Inte~national Trade in Endangered Species or  W~ld Fauna and 
Flora: 

"For irnport andexpon of marinc mammal specimens. the MMHSRP may bc required to have 
import and cxport permits, if the species is lrsted on the Convcntion on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) Appendix I. 11, or 111. The CITES peq i t s  
For import and export are issued by the FWS and are required to import and export samples, 
parts, carcasses. or live animal specics (for treatment or release) listed in the CITES Appendices. 
Species listcd on CITES Appendix I require both an import permit and an expo* permit be 
iswed for international shipments. Species listcd on CITES Appendix 11 only require'an export 
pe~mit. unless the imporling country has strictcr measures than CITES. The only marine 
mammal listed under Appendix 111 is the walrus. 0bobenii.r rosmarus; either an export pennit or 
a certificate of origin is required for each mternattonal shipment of walrus specimens." 

- C1,a~t.z~ 3. AffecLed Environment. 

On page 3-24. the paragraph titled UMEs identifies sevcral unusual mortality events that have 
occurred over thc years. Wc notc that a UME was declared for soutbem sea otfers in 2003. 
Unless this even1 is being lumped with tlie "Multi-species U M E  for 2003, the 2003 southern sea 
otter UME should be mcluded in this paragraph. 

On page 3-28, firs1 line. including the polar bear. there arc twenty-nine marinc mammal species 
that have the potential to occur in the Alaska Region This change also needs to be made to 
TaYe E-I 8 in Appendix E (see below). 

Also on page 3-28. inserr the following sentence on line 4 before the sentence beginning with 
"Endangered species include . . . ": "On January 9,2007, the polar bear was proposed for listiug 
as 3 tlil-eatened species tliroughoot its range (72 FR 1064-1099); a final determination will be 
made following the ESA revicw process." 

On page 3-29. at the end of the first paragraph, Mass Slrandings. add the following sentences: 
"Tlicre were six polar hear mortalities in 2006. Mass walrus mortalities are occasionally 

reported Cape Pierce at Alaska in the Togiek terrestrial National haul-outs. Wildlife In 2005, Refuge. about Trampling 30 walruses deaths died have from hem t c ~ ~ a i n  reported Wlls at in the 
Punuk Islands near Sl. Lawence Island." 

4150 on page 3-2'). in the second paragraph under Human Inte~actions. add the following 
seiitcnces: "From 1996-2000. thc estimated mean mortality of walruscs from fisheries adivities 
u.as 1.2 walruses per year. Most human induced inofiality on the Pacific walruses 1s presently 
Croni legal suhsiste~ice hunting in Alaska and the Russian Federation (Chukotka). In 2005, the 
estimated total hunting removal of walruses from thc population was 5,276 animals " 
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On page 3-29, line 13. Temporal Changes. add the following sentences: "Polar beasnd Pacific 
walrus strandings would be most likely attributed to changing sea icc habitat and could occur 
year round although thc most critical times for polar bears would probably be the spring soon 
aftor cubs are born thmugll the Call. For Pacific walrus the critical time for young animals and 
calves a o d d  be during the late spring-early summcr when rile females and calves follow the ice 
pack north." 

Also, on page 3-29, llne 211 Marinc Mammal Population Changes, add tke Jollowlng sentences: 
"The size and trend of the Pacific walrus population are currently unknown Population point 
estimates from1975-3990 ranged between 202.039 to 246,360 walruses, but were not precise 
ellough to accurately reflect trend TRe Southern Beaufort Sea Population and ChukchiiBering 
Seas populations of Polar bear are thought to be declining." 

On page 3-30, ensure that ~ i g u r c  3-12. Alaska Region Pinniped Strandings 20012004. includes 
the strandings of Pacific  walrus^ 

Appendix C-Policies and Best Practices for Marine Mammal Strandine Response, Rehabilitation, 
and Release. The NMFS coordinated with U?E FWS to compile the Standards for Release -- 
Gugdelines that are a part of these policies and practices The FWS provided comments 
throughout the dcvclopment of these Guidelines and we appreciate that they have been 
i?colporated in the January 2007 version. No further comment is necessary at this time: 
however. we do have some editorial suggestions. 

On page 2-1. under 2.1 .I NMFS Policies, last sentence, delete "with" so the sentence reads: 
"Hnuever. authotization to take ESA listed spccics by the Stranding Network is cl~rrenlly 
provided undcr h!hfPA/ESA permil #932-1489-01 as amended and requires authorization and 
dircction from witb NMFS Regio~~u! Stnnding Coordinator il l  the event o l  a stranding involving 
a threatened or endangered masine mammal." 

On page 2-3. o facility may also request permanent placement under Section 104(c)(3) i.Tan 
ESA-listed marine mammal is determined u~lr eleasable. Please edit the last paragraph on this 
page to reflect such: 

"For FWS spectcs. LOA and permit 11oIde1-s provtde recommendations to the FWS Field 
Oftices foi decisions regarding releasability of rehabilitated marine mammals (see 
Appcnd~x H for contact ~nlormation). The FWS retains the authority to make the h a 1  
determination on the disposition ofthese animals. If FWS determtnes that a marine 
mammal i:; non-rclcasable, the holding facility may request a permit for permanent 
placement in captivity as prescribed in Scction 104(c)(7) ofthe MMPA for non-depleted 
species, or Section 104(c)(3) or 104(c)(4) and Section I@(a)(l)(h) of the ESA for 
depleted spccies." 

On page 5.1. ondcr Guidelines for Release of Rehabilitated Manatees. Introduction. second 
paragraph. the third and fourth sentence should read. "All rescue-related comniunicatioi~s and 
the day to day decision making process in the field are generally handled by the local 5ald 
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Stations of the Florida Fish and Wildl~fe Conservat~on Com~niss~on (FFWCC) ~n conjunction 
with reports from the public using the 1 -888-404-FWCC hotline. All activioes related to 
verllicatton of a repoit of a manatee in trouble, subsequent rescue, and transport to rehabilitation 
facilities arc con~n~unicated through the FFWCC Fleld Staztons, according to established 
protocols." 

Acvendix E-Biological Resources Tables In Toblq E l 7 .  Marine Mammals Common inthe 
NMFS Northwest Region, the northern sea otter is identitiad as "threatened under the U.S. 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) However. the northcrn sea otter stock that occurs in this area, 
1.e. Washington Stat% is not listed as endangered or threatened under the ESA. 

In Table E-18, page E-30, Marine Mammals Common in Ule NMFS Alaska Region, the 
distribution ibr tlie Pacific walrus should read: "Found in shallow water areas, close to ice or 
land: geographic range is mainly in the Bering Sea and Chukclit Sea Ice pack." 

In :~ddition, on pagc E-3 1. tlie northern sea ottcr is identified as 'Yhreatened under the ESA 
Although this is correct fnr the southwest Alaska distinct population scgmcnt, neither the 
southcentral nor the southeast DPS is listed under thc ESA. 

Also, under Table E-18, we reconlmend including the Polar bear (Mrsi~s marilimvsjas a year 
round resident of die Arctic Circle. 

Aupendix L-Mxine Mammal Oil Soill Resuonse Guidcl~nes. On page 4 undcr Trustee 
Organizations. thc fifth sentence reads: 

"The Marinc Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) prohib~ts the "take" of sea otters. seals, sca 
lions. walmscs. a-hales. dolphins. and porpo~ses, which includes harassi~~g or disturbing these 
animals as well as actual harming or killing. . ." To avoid potential misundersrandings, we 
suggest including manatees and polar bears in the list oi'marine mammals for which the M M ~ A  
prohibits take. 
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San Fran transcript
           6               MS. HOWLETT:  Sure.

           7               (Recess taken.)

           8               MS. HOWLETT:  Our court reporter will be

           9     recording your comments.  Also, your written comments

          10     are also welcome today.  You can hand them in today.  We

          11     also have comment sheets up front that you can write on,

          12     or you can submit them to us by mail or e-mail.  I

          13     believe we have on the handouts -- we also have our

          14     information for you to send them to.  We just ask for

          15     written and verbal comments, that you bring very

          16     specific concerns regarding the content of the draft

          17     document.  And please suggest civic changes to

          18     alternative environmental consequences that NMFS should

          19     consider.

          20               MR. FOLKENS:  You want a written response in

          21     addition to the oral?

          22               MS. HOWLETT:  No.  If you just want to give

          23     oral, that's fine.  If you think of something that you

          24     didn't give us, you can feel free to write it down.

          25     Just to let you know that additional information is also

                                                                       14
 

           1     available via public libraries, and it's available on

           2     our NMFS web page.  If you comment today, you will get a

           3     copy of the final document.  But if you're not

           4     commenting and you want a copy, please feel free to

           5     check up on our sign-in sheet if you would like one.  We

           6     can begin.

           7               MR. FOLKENS:  This is Peter Folkens from the

           8     Alaska Whale Foundation.  I have four specific items to

Page 13
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           9     raise.

          10               First one pertains to the recognition of

          11     stranding agreements across regions.  Due to an ongoing

          12     research affiliation at University of California, Davis,

          13     a number of Alaska Whale Foundation personnel went over

          14     into the San Francisco Bay Area from October to May.

          15               We keep two of our six boats here as well.

          16     They are assigned at the moment to Contra Costa County

          17     Search and Rescue team.  In southeast Alaska, we now see

          18     more whale entanglements in one season than the

          19     southeast region has experienced in a decade.

          20               The Alaska Whale Foundation boat,

          21     disentanglement equipment, and expertise can be put to

          22     good use in Northern California.  However, in a recent

          23     Alaska stranding network meeting in Anchorage, it was

          24     pointed out that stranding agreements are not recognized

          25     across regions.

                                                                       15
 

           1               Under the notion of best practices, we

           2     recommend that the National Marine Mammal Health and

           3     Stranding network implements a policy and procedure to

           4     either recognize stranding agreements across regions or

           5     issue additional stranding agreements to singular

           6     organizations that typically cross multiple

           7     jurisdictions.

           8               Item 2.  Since the 9/11 and Katrina disasters,

           9     the federal government has implemented policies and

          10     procedures for the standardization of roles and training

          11     levels of responders.  This has taken the form of the
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San Fran transcript
          12     ICS 100 and NMFS 200 response management protocols for

          13     all types of official responses.  I understand the

          14     National Marine Fisheries Service employees are trained

          15     to these standards.

          16               At a recent Alaska Marine Mammal

          17     Disentanglement Network meeting in Anchorage, the

          18     question was raised about ICS training.  It turns out

          19     that everyone in attendance except one has had ICS 100

          20     training.  It was also mentioned by Robert Mahoney from

          21     the NMFS office in Anchorage that the disentanglement

          22     network follows a de facto NMFS kind of structure.  It's

          23     my suggestion that an ICS 100 structure be officially

          24     part of the entanglement responses across regions.

          25               Item 3.  In a related issue, responder typing

                                                                       16
 

           1     at the federal and state levels is a 1 to 4 hierarchy

           2     with 1 being the highest certification.  However, the

           3     National Marine Fisheries Service disentanglement

           4     response training typing is backwards with 1 being the

           5     lowest level of training.  Since such responses often

           6     include the U.S. Coast Guard and other official

           7     government entities that follow the other ICS and NMFS

           8     typing protocols, I recommend that National Marine

           9     Fisheries Service flips its type numbering so that 1 is

          10     at the highest level with perhaps a 1A designation for

          11     specific right whale responders.

          12               Item 4.  For many years, the standard training

          13     response data form was one from the Smithsonian

          14     Institution designed by comparative anatomists.  As the
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          15     Marine Mammal Protection Act and National Fisheries

          16     Office of Protective Resources began to play a bigger

          17     role in such events, the response data forms became

          18     heavily focused on soft tissue sampling, probably

          19     largely due to expertise of the veterinarians that were

          20     taking major positions at the federal level.

          21               Unfortunately, this was at a near-complete

          22     disregard for anatomical and morphological data.  Here I

          23     requested the National Marine Fisheries Service

          24     incorporates more anatomical data on its Level A data

          25     form.  Towards that end, I have offered a couple of

                                                                       17
 

           1     solutions that meet the needs of both the soft tissue

           2     collectors and the comparative anatomists.  I have

           3     copies here that I've given to a few people and I can

           4     give for the official record.

           5               To give you an example of a real world

           6     situation in which a better data form would have saved

           7     literally hundreds of thousands of dollars for the

           8     government, I was involved as an expert witness in a

           9     ship strike event in which if the original stranding

          10     data were taken better and with a more forensic line and

          11     morphological and anatomical data, it is unlikely that

          12     there would have been litigation over that event, saving

          13     literally hundreds of thousands of dollars both for the

          14     government and the private sector.

          15               So I feel very strongly that the Level A data

          16     form needs to include more forensic, morphological

          17     information.  Are there any questions?
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mmhsrp eis

1 of 1 1/31/2008 1:58 PM

Subject: mmhsrp eis
From: Caleb Pungowiyi <caleb.pungowiyi@maniilaq.org>
Date: Fri, 27 Apr 2007 14:06:05 -0800
To: mmhsrpeis.comments@noaa.gov
CC: jgoodwin@otz.net, lori_quakenbush@fishgame.state.ak.us

Mr. David Cottingham, Chief
Marine Mammal & Sea Turtle Conservation Division
Office of Protected Resources
National Marine Fisheries Service
1315 East-West Highway, Room 13635
Silver Springs, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Cottingham;

We strongly recommend that any marine mammal that may be in distress or out of its natural habitat not be disturbed
and no attempts be made to pick up or rescue the animal unless and until appropriated approvals have been received
or given by the proper authorities. It is unlawful for any citizen of United States to touch or attempt to rescue any
marine mammal without proper authorization. This wording should be boldly highlighted in the EIS. We also strongly
opposed any release of any marine mammals that have been rehabilitated into the wild. There is too much risk that
such released animals will introduce viruses or diseases that the animals in the wild have no immunity to. Regulations
must be adopted that prohibits release of rehabilitated marine mammals into the wild.

Sincerely,

Caleb Pungowiyi
Coordinator, Natural Resources
Maniilaq Association
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public comment on peis for marine mammal stranding program of 3/07 deis  

1 of 2 2/8/2008 10:36 AM

Subject: public comment on peis for marine mammal stranding program of 3/07 deis
From: Bk1492@aol.com
Date: Sun, 08 Apr 2007 18:11:44 -0400 (EDT)
To: mmhsrpeis.comments@noaa.gov, americanvoices@mail.house.gov

attention david cottingham mmhsrp dpeis nmfs silver spring md

15 years to come up with this plan - isnt that a little bit tardy and not protecting resources for far too long a time 
in this eat em up world.  Congress decided l5 years ago to have a good plan in place to protect marine mammals
in distress.

I dont think the us dept of commerce should have jurisdiction over any animals since it is so focused on business
and commerce and certainly not interested at all in the welfare of any animal.  Profiteers and businessmen rule
this dept and the animals get unprotected and abused in this department.  Overfishing is rampant in this
commerce filled dept, concerned only about more and more and more and with no conception of saving or 
protecting.

i have comments on the pages below:
1-8 future generations are being robbed blind by mgt policies of this agency. virtually every species is overfished 
courtesy of this agency.

1-11 Prescott grant program accomplishes imporant work. its spending should be closely audited to eliminate all 
graft and corruption but more of nmfs budget should to to helping mammals in trouble. right now graft and 
corruption gets too much ot tax dollars.

1-13 - asking usda to participate (as anti animal a dept as can be imagined in our wildest nightmares) is  no help
at all in protecting marine mammals. also what does geological survey have to do with marine mammals? this is 
a very strange choice of participating agencies. meanwhile animal protection groups are blacklisted and kept out 
of the loop - shows how democracy is not working in corrupt washington dc bureaucracy.

3-5 - public notice and public comment re authorization of "incidental" killing and murder - the public comment is 
given short shrift if it comes in saying protect the marine mammals. these permits to kill are approved l00% of the
time. such a l00% system is a scam on the public. it is pro forma.

3-18 - 61% of right whales show entanglement in fishing nets. this must be stopped now. negligence of this 
agency in regard to this killing and injury is horrendous.

3-31 - the reporting of marine mammals entangled in fishing gears is NEVER truthfully reported by the 
commercial fish profiteers. commercial fish profiteers instead carry guns to kill all marine mammals. we need 
satellite records of all that goes on on commercial fish boats.

3-33 under the bush atmospheric deposition has gotten much dirtier and unhealthful. water quality has also been
destroyed by policies of corrupt washington. 

3-34 - l00% of esturarine area in n ortheast is polluted - not 27%.  Sediment contamination in this area is poor -
not fair. why isn't this agency testifying against allowing the contamination that has gone on for the past sixty 
years? this agency is instead silent and doing NOTHING  for a clean environment.

3-35- to say Gulf of Mexico with its dead zone the size of NJ is in "fair condition" seems like a ludicrous 
overstatement.

3-39 NMFS enters into co op agreements with alaska native organizations to kill marine mammals NOT TO CO 
MANAGE THEM.this is a lie and a use of deceptive words so americans dont understand exactly what your are 
doing.

4-4 - NMFS/noaa already allows the spread of fish practices that are harmful to marine mammals - that is 
already here. i do not think the stranding network does enough to act as a "surveillance" network.

public comment on peis for marine mammal stranding program of 3/07 deis  

2 of 2 2/8/2008 10:36 AM

4-6 tags do caues pain and infection and use of them should be severely restricted. that is not happening.

4-10 - absolutely periodic review should be made to stay in the stranding network.

4-13 - public continually wanred about pathogens. no appendix was affixed showing any such issue exists or has
existed in last ten years.  please advise why you are claiming.

4-14 - this doesnt have to be a 300 pg book. there is far far too much repetition in writing this book.

4-19 - dont touch the animal unles syou intend to help it. otherwise leave it alone.

4-24 - it is illustrative that 300 right whales are such a small population. their efforts at reproduction will probably 
NOT be successful and this species will probably go extinct like so many many others.  it is clear that allowng
commercial fish profiteers to use whale life threatening gear is ludicrous and should be stopped now.

4-26 educated people on the west coast certainly can follow guidelines on how to disentangle a whale without 
"training".

4-30 tags on marine animals severely disrupt their lives. the use of tags should be banned just about totally.

4-32 - inescapable that critter cams represent severe drain on a creature's energy causing injury and possible 
death. how would you like to drag 30 to 50 lbs weight with YOU every day of your life? the cruel abuse of these 
animals by alleged "researchers" is far too frequent and given much too liberablly.

4-33  using bleach to mark an animal - what crazy insane researcher is on the loose with that insane idea? if
there is no evidence of infection from being hit by a blowgun - i think the research is not satisfactory here and 
believe infection can and does result.  this old research from l992 seems wrong.

the research from l993 on effects on mammal of biopsy should be redone by researcher accompanied by animal 
protection person. some statements saying animal is "unconcerned" seem like self serving statements of the 
researcher hoping it is so.  so researchers can then continue their assault on these animals.. self serving
statements.

4-36 the stupid negligent diversion of all animal life into usda, fws, dot, noaa is far too divisive. there should be 
ONE AGENCY DEALING WITH ALL ANIMALS LIVING IN USA, STAFFED BY ANIMAL PROTECTIONISTS, 
NOT STAFFED BY ANIMAL USERS AND ABUSERS.

4-37 - FESS UP - WHAT DISEASES HAS THIS DEPT INITIATED WHICH RAN RAMPANT BASED ON 
VACCINES INJECTED INTO PERFECTLY HEALTHY MAMMALS.
B. SACHAU
15 ELM ST
FLORHAM PARK NJ07932

4-

**************************************
See what's free at http://www.aol.com.
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